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Abstract
Silicon carbide (SiC) outperform Si chips in terms of high blocking voltage capability, low
on-resistance, high-temperature operation, and high switching frequency. Several SiC MOSFETs
are usually paralleled to increase current capability, considering cost effectiveness and
manufacturability. For a SiC power module with current rating higher than 100 A, high did/dt and
dvds/dt could possibly cause cross-turn-on (crosstalk-induced turn-on) through the gate-to-drain
capacitance Cgd of the MOSFET dies and the package inductances. Mismatches in threshold
voltage (Vth) up to 33% have been observed among paralleled SiC MOSFETs. This leads to
unbalanced transient peak currents and switching energies. Both cross-turn-on and current
unbalance degrade the reliability of a power module. Increasing the immunity to cross-turn-on
while maintaining the similar switching energies and balancing the transient peak currents below
10% without sacrificing the voltage stress are the goals of this work.
Development of a SPICE model free of non-convergence – A simulation model for a SiC
power module is necessary for evaluations of cross-turn-on and current unbalance; however, most
SiC power modules do not have models. No existing modeling methods discuss how to build an
accurate SPICE model that is free of non-convergence when hundreds of parasitic inductances are
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present. A modeling process is introduced for paralleled MOSFETs encapsulated in a power
module that gives access to both the internal channel current and voltage of each bare die inside
the package. This model is free of non-convergence and accurate. Parasitic ac resistances, dc
resistances, and ac inductances are extracted by Q3D Extractor. Non-convergence is avoided by
including the ac resistance of the conduction trace in the model. Also, a series model which is set
default in Q3D Extractor is converted to parallel model to accurately reflect how the current flows
through the dc and ac resistances of the trace. A complete SPICE model of a commercial SiC
power module was derived and validated by experiments. The error between predicted turn-on
peak current of the developed model and that of the experimental data is 2%, significantly lower
than the 28% difference between prediction result of commercial model and experimental data.
Detection of internal cross-turn-on – Terminal current of a power module does not reflect
the internal channel current due to the numerous parasitic inductances of the package. No existing
method is able to detect the cross-turn-on in a power module since dies are usually encapsulated
and the channel currents are hard to measure. A nonintrusive method to identify cross-turn-on
based on the changing ringing current is developed. The detection method was analyzed
theoretically and validated by experiments using a 1.2-kV SiC module. The negative drive voltage
and gate resistance for safe operation can be determined by the detection method.
Influence of layout symmetry on immunity to cross-turn-on – Gate resistance, gate-todrain capacitance of the MOSFET, slew rate of drain-to-source voltage, and temperature have been
recognized as the only elements impacting the immunity to cross-turn-on for a single chip and
module. Layout symmetry is newly discovered to be another factor that contributes to the
immunity. Asymmetrical and symmetrical modules following commercial layouts were tested by
a double pulse tester. The peak cross-turn-on currents, high-side switching energy, and total
iii

switching energy at various input voltages, low-side gate resistances, and load currents are
normalized for comparison. The peak cross-turn-on current of the symmetrical module is 84%
lower than that of the asymmetrical module at nominal condition. Longer power-loop and gatedrive loop are required to achieve symmetrical layout for more than two dies in parallel. This
increases the low-side switching energy of the symmetrical module. The total switching energies
of the two modules are similar. In this case, a symmetrical layout is still recommended since
current stress caused by cross-turn-on is much smaller in symmetrical module than in the
asymmetrical module and chances to have shoot-through between the high side and the low side
are reduced.
Magnetic integration into a power module for current balancing – Existing power
modules do not have balanced transient currents when threshold voltage mismatch exists. A
module with integrated coupled inductors was designed, fabricated, and validated to be effective
to balance the currents without sacrificing voltage stress and switching energy. The designed
integrated coupled inductors achieve inverse coupling by utilizing the copper trace of the substrate
and bond wires and have the following features: size comparable to the silicon carbide (SiC) die,
coupling coefficient higher than 0.98, tens of nH operating at tens of MHz, and current rating of
tens of Amperes. The coupled inductors with the magnetic material of low-temperature co-fired
ceramics (LTCC) are compatible with existing packaging technology for module fabrication. The
effectiveness of reducing transient-current mismatch at various input voltages, load currents, and
gate resistances was verified by experiments. Compared with the baseline module following
commercial practice, the module with integrated coupled inductors reduces current unbalance from
36% to 6.4% and turn-on-energy difference from 28% to 2.6% while maintaining the same total
switching energy and a negligible change of voltage stress.
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General Audience Abstract
A silicon carbide (SiC) power module with high did/dt and dvds/dt could possibly cause crossturn-on (crosstalk-induced turn-on) through the gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd of the MOSFET dies
and package inductances. Mismatches in threshold voltage (Vth) up to 33% have been observed
among paralleled SiC MOSFETs. This leads to unbalanced transient peak currents. Both crossturn-on and current unbalance degrade the reliability. Increasing the immunity to cross-turn-on
while maintaining the similar switching energies and balancing the transient peak currents below
10% without sacrificing the voltage stress are the goals of this work. The development of a SPICE
model for a SiC power module is necessary for evaluations of cross-turn-on and current unbalance;
however, no existing modeling methods discuss how to build an accurate SPICE model of a power
module free of non-convergence when hundreds of parasitic inductances are present. The modeling
method to overcome these challenges is introduced. The error between predicted turn-on peak
current of the developed model and that of the experimental data is 2%, significantly lower than
the 28% difference between prediction result of commercial model and experimental data. No
existing method is able to detect the cross-turn-on in a power module since the dies are usually
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encapsulated and the channel currents are hard to measure. A nonintrusive method to identify the
cross-turn-on based on the changing ringing current is developed. The detection method was
analyzed theoretically and validated by experiments using a 1.2-kV SiC module. Layout symmetry
is newly discovered to be another factor that contributes to the immunity. The peak cross-turn-on
current of the symmetrical module is 84% lower than that of the asymmetrical module at nominal
condition. The symmetrical layout greatly decreases cross-turn-on currents without increasing
total switching energy. Power modules in the market cannot have balanced transient currents when
mismatches in threshold voltage Vth exist. A module with integrated coupled inductors was
designed, fabricated, and validated to be effective to balance the currents with the presence of Vth
mismatch. Compared with the baseline module following commercial practice, the module with
integrated coupled inductors reduces current unbalance from 36% to 6.4% and turn-on-energy
difference from 28% to 2.6% while maintaining the same total switching energy and negligible
change of voltage stress.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nomenclature
Cgd

Gate-to-drain capacitance of MOSFET

Cgs

Gate-to-source capacitance of MOSFET

Vth

Threshold voltage

vgs_ind

Induced gate-to-source voltage

dvds/dt

Slew rate of drain-to-source voltage

1.1 Background
Silicon carbide (SiC) switches outperform Si counterparts in terms of high blocking voltage
capability, high-temperature operation, and high switching frequency [1]-[6]. These attributes
make SiC switches ideal for medium-power and high-power applications such as aerospace [7][8],
oil drilling [9], transportation [10][11], renewable energy [12], and some industry equipment [13].
Current rating of a SiC MOSFET is limited by yielding rate and cost [14]. Several switches are
usually paralleled to carry high current. Cross-turn-on and current unbalance arise during
switching transient for paralleled SiC MOSFETs because of their high current, high voltage, and
short transition time.
Cross-turn-on occurs when an off-switch is triggered on as its complementary switch is turned
on. Its mechanism is shown in Fig. 1-1. The low-side switch is driven by a square wave (-5 V to
20 V) between the gate and the source while the high-side switch is kept off by -5 V. Voltage
across the high-side switch increases and current through the gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd is
induced to charge gate-to-source capacitance Cgs as the low-side switch turns on. Cross-turn-on
1

happens when the voltage across the Cgs is higher than the threshold voltage. This will induce extra
loss and can destroy the module by causing shoot-through between the high side and low side.
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Fig. 1-1. Schematic of a power module driven by a double-pulse tester to show the mechanism for crossturn-on (crosstalk-induced turn-on).

Threshold-voltage Vth mismatch exists among SiC MOSFETs. Thirty SiC MOSFETs were
measured by Cree. The highest threshold voltage is 3.08 V and the lowest one is 2.48 V [15]. This
leads to current unbalance when they are paralleled to carry high current since the switch with
lower threshold voltage is turned on earlier and has to withstand higher transient current. The
uneven distribution of currents decreases the reliability for a module of paralleled dies [16]–[18].

1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1

Cross-turn-on

The existing methods to reduce cross-turn-on are divided into two categories: passive method
and active method. Factors directly affecting cross-turn-on are manipulated to reduce the induced
gate-to-source voltage for the passive method. Sensing and control circuits are added into the gate2

drive circuit for the active method. Both methods are designed for single chip; however, multichip module is treated same as the single chip in the existing literatures. The reviewed methods
below were directly applied to a module of paralleled MOSFETs.
1) Passive method
Factors affecting cross-turn-on for a single chip or module are discussed in [19]. The induced
gate-to-source voltage 𝑣𝑔𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑑 of the chip(s) which is(are) supposed to be off is expressed by

𝑣𝑔𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝑅𝑔 ∙ 𝐶𝑔𝑑 ∙

−𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑠
∙ (1 − 𝑒 𝑅𝑔∙(𝐶𝑔𝑑 +𝐶𝑔𝑠 ) )
𝑑𝑡

(1)

where 𝑅𝑔 is the external gate resistance; 𝐶𝑔𝑑 is the gate-to-drain capacitance; 𝐶𝑔𝑠 is the gate-tosource capacitance; and

𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑡

is the slew rate of the drain-to-source voltage. These parameters are

also shown in Fig. 1-1. Temperature is found to be another factor that will influence cross-turn-on
in [20] since higher temperature decreases smaller threshold voltage. The external gate resistance
is decreased to increase the immunity to cross-turn-on for the passive method; however, this will
generate higher voltage stress and EMI noise, which will not be allowed in some cases. A method
using different gate resistors for turn-on and turn-off transients separately is discussed in [21] and
illustrated in Fig. 1-2. A smaller gate resistor is used for the turn-off transient to reduce the induced
gate-to-source voltage at a given Miller current; however, this method requires a small turn-off
resistor and results in high dvds/dt.

VDD
Ron
VO
Roff
VSS

3

M

Fig. 1-2. Schematic to mitigate cross-turn-on by using separate gate resistors for turn-on and turn-off
transients.

Package influence on cross-turn-on for single Si MOSFET is introduced in [25]; however,
there are other factors affecting the cross-turn-on for paralleled SiC MOSFETs. They have not
been discovered by the existing literatures but will be introduced in this work.
2) Active method
A commercial product utilizing active Miller clamp is described in [21]. Its working principle
is shown in Fig. 1-3.
VDD
M
VO
VCLAMP

VSS

Fig. 1-3. Schematic to demonstrate active Miller clamp.

A MOSFET is integrated into the gate driver to bypass the Miller current when the power
MOSFET is off. This method is effective to reduce the induced gate-to-source voltage but requires
an additional circuit and sensors.
An active gate driver is introduced to suppress cross-turn-on in [22]. Its schematic is shown
in Fig. 1-4. An auxiliary circuit consisting of a capacitor in series with a control-switch is paralleled
to the gate-to-source capacitance of the main power FET. The control-switch is turned on once the
main power switch is off so that the induced Miller current will flow into the added capacitor. This
concept is similar to the active Miller clamp and provides lower impedance by using larger
capacitance.
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Fig. 1-4. Schematic of the active gate driver introduced in [22].

Both active methods need an additional control circuit and can only control the terminal
parameters; they cannot control the internal cross-turn-on for each die inside the module.
1.2.2

Current unbalance

The existing methods to balance the transient switching currents are divided into two
categories: passive compensation and active compensation.
1) Passive compensation
Dynamic gate resistance control for current balancing is introduced in [23]. Its schematic is
shown in Fig. 1-5. Currents are measured by sensing the voltage across the resistors. Each die is
controlled independently and the gate resistance of the die with the lower current is reduced so that
the currents can be balanced; however, this method requires additional sensors, a feedback circuit,
and more than one drivers when multi-dies are in parallel.

5

Fig. 1-5. Schematic for dynamic gate resistance control in [23].

2) Active compensation
An active current-balancing scheme is discussed in [24] and shown in Fig. 1-6. A current
transformer is used as the sensor to measure the current difference and determine the polarity of
the threshold voltage mismatch. The controller then increases the delay time for the switch with
the higher transient turn-on current so that the two currents are equal. This method is effective to
balance the currents but still requires additional sensors, a feedback circuit, and more than one
drivers when multi-dies are in parallel.

6

Fig. 1-6. Schematic for the active balancing in [24].

1.3 Research Motivations and Objectives
The cross-turn-on and current unbalance among paralleled SiC MOSFETs degrade the
reliability and slow down their application despite of low switching and conduction losses. The
objectives of this dissertation are: 1) identity other factors that impact the immunity to cross-turnon for paralleled SiC MOSFETs and suggest ways to mitigate the problem and 2) balance transient
currents in a SiC power module with magnetic integration.
The desired features for the method to mitigate cross-turn-on among paralleled SiC MOSFETs
are listed as follows:


No additional control circuit — Conventional methods use active gate driver to mitigate
cross-turn-on. This increases the system cost and the volume since more components are
added [74].



Mitigate internal cross-turn-on currents of dies in parallel — The terminal current or gateto-source voltage could look normal, but this does not guarantee that there is no internal crossturn-on. Existing methods focus on dealing with the cross-turn-on reflected by the terminal
but ignore the fact that this might not fully solve the problem. A method that enables the
analysis and mitigates the internal cross-turn-on for each die inside the module is preferred.
The desired features for the method to balance the transient current are listed as follows:



No voltage or current sensors — Currents of the dies in parallel are commonly sensed by
using a current transformer or monitoring drain-to-source voltage. Extra sensors will increase
the size of the module when integrated inside.
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No additional control circuit — An additional control circuit increases the complexity of the
control logic and cost of the system.



No need to know Vth polarities — The die with smallest threshold voltage could be at any
position relative to the other dies. Requirement to know the polarities of the Vth simplifies the
potential method for current balancing; however, this will hinder the application of the method
and thus is not preferred.



One gate driver for several dies in parallel — The number of gate drivers equals the number
of dies in parallel for the existing balancing methods. This greatly increases the cost when
compared with a typical driving scheme which uses one driver.



Easy for module integration — Paralleled SiC MOSFET dies are usually packaged in a
power module. The space between each die is limited. A low-profile solution that is
compatible with the existing packaging technology and easy to be integrated into the module
is desirable. This makes the module compact and avoids extra parasitic inductances.

1.4 Contributions
The objectives of this dissertation are to increase the immunity to cross-turn-on while
maintaining the similar switching energies and to balance the transient peak currents below 10%
without sacrificing the voltage stress are the goals of this work. The simulation model for a SiC
power module is required for evaluations of cross-turn-on and current unbalance first; however,
most SiC power modules do not have models. No existing modeling methods discuss how to build
an accurate SPICE model that is free of non-convergence when hundreds of parasitic inductances
are present. Modeling process for paralleled MOSFETs encapsulated in power module that gives
access to the internal channel current and voltage of each bare die inside the package, free of
convergence problem, and accurate is introduced. Parasitic ac resistances, dc resistances, and ac
8

inductances were extracted by Q3D Extractor. Convergence problem is avoided by including ac
resistance of the conduction trace in the model and converting series model which is set default in
Q3D Extractor to parallel model to accurately reflect how the current flows through the dc and ac
resistances of the trace. A complete SPICE model of a commercial SiC power module was derived
and validated by experiments. The error between predicted turn-on peak current of the developed
model and that of the experimental data is 2%, significantly lower than the 28% difference between
prediction result of commercial model and experimental data.
Terminal current of a power module does not reflect the internal channel current because of
the numerous parasitic inductances from the package. No existing method is able to detect the
cross-turn-on in a power module since dies are usually encapsulated and the channel currents are
hard to measure. A nonintrusive method to identify cross-turn-on based on the changing ringing
current is developed. The detection method was analyzed theoretically and validated by
experiments using a 1.2-kV SiC module. The negative drive voltage and gate resistance for safe
operation can be determined by the detection method.
Factors including gate resistance, gate-to-drain capacitance of MOSFET, slew rate of drainto-source voltage, and temperature have been recognized as the only elements impacting the
immunity to cross-turn-on for single chip and module. Layout symmetry is newly discovered to
be another factor that contributes to the immunity. Asymmetrical and symmetrical modules
following commercial layouts were tested by a double pulse tester. The peak cross-turn-on currents,
high-side switching energy, and total switching energy at various input voltages, low-side gate
resistances, and load currents are normalized for comparison. The peak cross-turn-on current of
the symmetrical module is 84% lower than that of the asymmetrical module at nominal condition.
Longer power-loop and gate-drive loop are required to achieve symmetrical layout for more than
9

two dies in parallel. This increases the low-side switching energy of the symmetrical module. The
total switching energies of the two modules are similar. In this case, symmetrical layout is still
recommended because current stress caused by cross-turn-on is much smaller in symmetrical
module than in asymmetrical module and chances to have shoot-through between the high side
and the low side are reduced.
Existing power modules do not have balanced transient currents when threshold voltage
mismatch exists. A module with integrated coupled inductors was designed, fabricated, and
validated to be effective to balance the currents without sacrificing voltage stress and switching
energy. The designed integrated coupled inductors achieve inverse coupling by utilizing the copper
trace of the substrate and bond wires, size comparable to the silicon carbide (SiC) die, coupling
coefficient higher than 0.98, tens of nH operating at tens of MHz, and current rating of tens of
Amperes. The coupled inductors with magnetic material of low-temperature co-fired ceramics
(LTCC) are compatible with existing packaging technology for module fabrication. Effectiveness
on reducing transient-current mismatch at various input voltages, load currents, and gate
resistances was verified by experiments. Compared with the baseline module following
commercial practice, the module with integrated coupled inductors reduces current unbalance from
36% to 6.4% and turn-on-energy difference from 28% to 2.6% while maintaining the same total
switching energy and negligible change of voltage stress.
In summary, the key contributions are:


Develop a procedure to accurately model a power module of paralleled SiC MOSFETs in
SPICE that gives access to the internal channel current and voltage of each bare die inside the
package; simulation by using the developed model is free of non-convergence even with the
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presence of hundreds of parasitic inductances. The developed model could be used for
evaluation or prediction of cross-turn-on and current unbalance. These works are introduced
in Chapter 2.


Invent a method to detect the internal cross-turn-on of paralleled SiC MOSFETs encapsulated
within a power module in a nonintrusive way. The detection method could be utilized to
determine the negative drive voltage and gate resistance for safe operation. The detection
method is introduced in detail in Chapter 3.



Discover dependency of immunity to cross-turn-on of paralleled SiC MOSFETs on layout
symmetry. A layout guideline is suggested for design of a module with minimum chances of
having cross-turn-on. These works are introduced in Chapter 4.



Synthesize a power module with integrated coupled inductors that achieve inverse coupling
with a coupling coefficient higher than 0.98, size comparable to the silicon carbide die, tens
of nH operating at tens of MHz, and current rating of tens of Amperes to successfully balance
transient currents without sacrificing voltage stress and switching energy. Characterization of
current unbalance is given in Chapter 5. Magnetic integration to mitigate the unbalanced
currents is discussed in Chapter 6.

1.5 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation explores the solutions to mitigate cross-turn-on and to balance the transient
currents for paralleled SiC MOSFETs. The dissertation outline is:
Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1

Background

1.2

Literature Review
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1.3

Research Motivations and Objectives

1.4

Contributions

1.5

Dissertation Outline

Chapter 2 Development of SPICE Model for a Module of Paralleled SiC MOSFETs
2.1

Introduction

2.2

Modeling for a Commercial SiC Power Module with Hundreds of Parasitic
Inductances

2.3

Experimental Validation

2.4

Influence of Paralleling on Immunity to Cross-Turn-On for Paralleled SiC
MOSFETs

2.5

Summary

Chapter 3 Detection of Internal Cross-Turn-On for a SiC Power Module
3.1

Introduction

3.2

Signature for Cross-Turn-On

3.3

Experimental Validation

3.4

Summary

Chapter 4 Influence of Layout Symmetry on Immunity to Cross-Turn-On for a Module of
Paralleled SiC MOSFETs
4.1

Introduction

4.2

Evaluation of Immunity to Cross-Turn-On for Five Commercial Modules by
Simulation

4.3

Influence of Layout Symmetry on Immunity to Cross-Turn-On for Paralleled SiC
MOSFETs
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4.4

Summary

Chapter 5 Current Unbalance among Paralleled SiC MOSFETs
5.1

Introduction

5.2

Current Unbalance among Paralleled Switches with Common-Source Inductance

5.3

Current Unbalance among Paralleled Switches without Common-Source
Inductance

5.4

Influence of Gate Resistance on Current Unbalance

5.5

Summary

Chapter 6 Synthesis of the Integrated Die-Sized Coupled Inductors for Current Balancing of
Paralleled SiC MOSFETs
6.1

Introduction

6.2

Design of the Integrated Coupled Inductors

6.3

Fabrication of the Integrated Coupled Inductors and Power Module

6.4

Experimental Validation

6.5

Discussion for Balancing More than Two Dies in Parallel

6.5

Summary

Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Work
7.1

Summary of Work

7.2

Future Work

Appendix A

Design to Create Predictable Unbalanced Currents

Appendix B

Directory of Raw Files
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Chapter 2

Development of SPICE Model for a Module of
Paralleled SiC MOSFETs

Nomenclature
Cgd

Gate-to-drain capacitance of MOSFET

did/dt

Slew rate of load current

dvds/dt

Slew rate of drain-to-source voltage

fs

Simulation frequency

fo

Frequency at which the parasitic inductance mainly functions

Lac_ser

Ac inductance in series form

Lac_par

Ac inductance in parallel form

Rac_ser

Ac resistance in series form

Rac_par

Ac resistance in parallel form

Rdc

Dc resistance

vgs

Gate-to-source voltage

δ

Skin depth

μ0

Permeability of free space

μr

Relative permeability

σ

Conductivity
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2.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to formulate the procedure to develop the SPICE model with
hundreds of parasitic inductances for a module of paralleled SiC MOSFETs. The derived modeling
process will be utilized to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance of different power modules
in the following chapters.
Package parasitic plays an important role in the switching performance of the SiC module
[26]-[40]. For 1.2 kV SiC power modules with a current rating higher than 100 A, high did/dt and
dvds/dt would possibly cause cross-turn-on (crosstalk-induced turn-on) through the Cgd of the
MOSFET dies and the package inductances [41]-[43]. A method to extract the package parasitics
accurately is important for the characterization of cross-turn-on by simulation.
Investigation on development of SPICE model for SiC module is necessary because of two
reasons: 1) most of the manufacturers do not provide the simulation models and 2) neither an
internal channel current nor the gate-to-source voltage vgs required to evaluate the susceptibility to
cross-turn-on is accessible for the few companies who have models.
The desired features of the modeling process are as follows:
1) Applicable to a single chip and paralleled chips encapsulated in a power module;
2) Accessible to terminal current and voltage outside the package as well as the internal
channel current and voltage of each bare die inside the package;
3) Effective in avoiding the non-convergence when hundreds of parasitic inductances
exist;
4) Accurate compared with the experimental data and existing model.
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The drain, gate, and source inductances of the package were extracted by measurement with
impedance analyzer in [44]. This is fine for a single device but not applicable for paralleled dies
encapsulated in a module. A Sable model for a 10 kV SiC module was developed and the prediction
results agreed well with the measurement data as reported in [45][46]; however, this model only
provides the terminal waveforms. The internal current and voltage of each die inside the module
are not available. Q3D extractor was utilized to extract the parasitic inductance of a power module
in [47][48]. Each copper trace or bondwire within the package was modeled as an inductance;
however, the parasitic ac and dc resistances were ignored and not recognized as critical elements
in the modeling procedure. This leads to non-convergence when the SPICE model with hundreds
of parasitic inductances is simulated.
The modeling process for paralleled chips encapsulated in a power module that gives access
to the internal channel current and voltage of each bare die inside the package, free of nonconvergence, and accurate is introduced in this chapter. The modeling procedure by using Q3D
Extractor is demonstrated. Key elements associated with the accuracy are discussed. The derived
SPICE model is then validated by comparing it with the experimental results and commercial
SPICE model.
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2.2 Modeling for a Commercial SiC Power Module with Hundreds of Parasitic
Inductances
S_LS
46 mm

S_HS
G_HS

G_LS

OUT2

POS

Alumina

OUT

NEG
Copper

Aluminum

122 mm

Fig. 2-1. Q3D model of the SiC module.

The package parasitic ac resistances, dc resistances, and ac inductances are extracted by Q3D
Extractor 2014. The Q3D model shown in Fig. 2-1 should first be drawn based on the physical
layout of the module at first. A Kelvin-source connection is adopted to eliminate the commonsource inductance. Two approaches are utilized to achieve high accuracy and simulation without
non-convergence: 1) the size of the sink and source pads for Q3D simulation should be small. A
good practice is to set the diameter of the pads to be the same as the thickness of direct bonded
copper (DBC); 2) parasitic ac and dc resistances must be extracted with parasitic inductances to
avoid non-convergence in the SPICE simulation. The ac resistance depends on frequency. The
mesh size of the conductor should be no greater than its skin depth at the specific frequency so that
the simulated ac resistance is trustworthy. To reduce simulation time for practical use, the
maximum mesh size and skin depth are set to be the same as the thickness of the DBC. The
simulation frequency 𝑓𝑠 is calculated from the conductor’s conductivity 𝜎 , the relative
permeability 𝜇𝑟 , the permeability of free space 𝜇0 (4𝜋 ∗ 10−7 Wb/Am), and the skin depth 𝛿 by
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1
𝜋𝜎𝜇0 𝜇𝑟 𝛿 2

𝑓𝑠 =

(2)

For example, if the thickness of the copper trace (𝜎 is 5.8 × 107 S/m and 𝜇 = 4 × 𝜋 × 107 𝐻/𝑚)
is 0.29 mm, 𝑓𝑠 is then calculated to be 52 kHz. The ac inductance, ac resistance, and dc resistance
of each conduction trace are extracted from Q3D Extractor by simulating at 𝑓𝑠 .
Rac_par

Rdc

Lac_ser

Rac_ser

Rdc

(a) Series model

Lac_par

(b) Parallel model

Fig. 2-2. (a) Series model and (b) parallel model for each conductor trace in Fig. 2-1.

The extraction results from Q3D are based on the series model as shown in Fig. 2-2. Dc
resistance 𝑅𝑑𝑐 , ac resistance 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 , and ac inductance 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 are connected in series. This model
does not accurately reflect how the current flowing through the conduction trace is dissipated since
both the ac current and dc current will flow through 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 . The 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 partially serves as the dc
resistance. Thus, the series model needs to be converted to a parallel model shown in Fig. 2-2(b).
The dc current only flows through 𝑅𝑑𝑐 in Fig. 2-2(b) rather than through both 𝑅𝑑𝑐 and 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 in
Fig. 2-2(a). The model of parasitic inductance paralleled with the resistance is beneficial to avoid
the convergence problem in SPICE as well. This is because the resistance avoids the system with
very high quality factor that could oscillate.
The series ac resistance 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 and ac inductance 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 directly extracted from Q3D are
converted to parallel ac resistance 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟 and ac inductance 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟 by (3) and (4):

𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟

𝑓
2
𝐿2𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 (2𝜋𝑓𝑜 )2 + 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟
( 𝑜)
𝑓𝑠
=
2
(2𝜋𝑓𝑜 ) 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟
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(3)

𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟 =

(2𝜋𝑓𝑜 )2 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟
𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ √

𝑓𝑜
𝑓𝑠

(4)

where 𝑓𝑜 is the frequency at which the parasitics mainly function, e.g., 20 MHz. For a converter,
fo is the equivalent frequency of the switching transient and the associated ringing not the switching
frequency. The conductor should not be directly simulated at ringing frequency since it is usually
at tens of MHz. The corresponding skin depth and mesh size are extremely small. The simulation
takes too much time and it is not practical to use (e.g., one 20 mm-long bond wire takes two days
when simulation frequency is 20 MHz). For the numerical examples cited above, 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟 is 8 nH
and 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟 is 50.5 Ω if the extracted 𝑅𝑑𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 , 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑠𝑒𝑟 , 𝑓𝑠 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜 in Q3D are 1.02 mΩ, 8 nH, 52
kHz, and 20 MHz, respectively. Each conduction trace of the module shown in Fig. 2-1 is finally
modeled by dc resistance in series with 𝐿𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟 paralleled with 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟 in SPICE, as shown in Fig.
2-2(b).
The complete SPICE model of the module is obtained by inserting the die model from the
manufacturer to the extracted package parasitics and is shown in Fig. 2-3.
The 𝑅𝑑𝑐 and 𝑅𝑎𝑐_𝑝𝑎𝑟 of each trace are hidden inside each parasitic inductance for clarity. Only
external parameters such as POS, OUT, NEG, G_HS, G_LS, S_HS, and S_LS in Fig. 2-3 are
accessible for the physical module. With the developed model in Fig. 2-3, the internal channel
current of each die is also available so that cross-turn-on current could be monitored. Simulated
terminal waveforms of the commercial SPICE model and the developed SPICE model are
compared with the experimental data in the next section.
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Fig. 2-3. Developed SPICE model based on the Q3D model for the power module shown in Fig. 2-1; the schematic of the power stage is shown
in Fig. 2-4(a).
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2.3 Experimental Validation
A double pulse tester shown in Fig. 2-4 was built to examine the accuracy of the developed
SPICE model. The module was tested under the condition of 600 V input voltage and 180 A load
current. Low-side gate resistance, low-level gate-drive voltage, high-side gate resistance, and highlevel gate-drive voltage were set to be 5.6 Ω, 0 V, 1 Ω, and 20 V, respectively. The terminal voltage
was measured between OUT and NEG by a high voltage differential probe (Tektronix THDP0200:
200 MHz, 1.5 kV). The terminal current id was measured by a shunt resistor (400 MHz, 10 mΩ).
The simulated results of the developed SPICE model were compared with the results of the
commercial SPICE model and the experimental results in Fig. 2-5.
POS NEG id measurement
180 mm

NEG POS
POS

L
Vin

Rg_hs

G_HS

VOFF
S_HS

Vpulse

Rg_ls

20 V

OUT
G_LS

Module beneath
drive board

Driver

S_LS
0V

Driver

NEG

(a) Schematic of the experimental setup

OUT2
OUT
(b) Top view of experimental setup

215 mm

Fig. 2-4. (a) Schematic and (b) top view of the experimental setup to test the module in Fig. 2-1;
Vin = 600 V, L = 275 μH, VOFF = 0 V, Rg_ls = 5.6 Ω, and Rg_hs = 1 Ω.

Compared with the commercial model, the simulation results by the developed model agree
better with the experimental data according to Fig. 2-5. The most significant waveform among the
four waveforms is Fig. 2-5(d) since cross-turn-on happens at this transient and is reflected by the
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terminal current. The error between predicted turn-on peak current of the developed model and
that of the experimental data is 2%, significantly lower than the 28% difference between prediction
result of commercial model and experimental data. The agreement between terminal waveforms
of experimental data and those simulated with the developed model verifies that the developed
model gives accurate predictions of the internal behaviors.

Commercial model

Developed model

Experiment

800 V

800 V

600 V

600 V

400 V

400 V

200 V

200 V

0V

0V
(b) Turn-on terminal voltage

(a) Turn-off terminal voltage
-200 V

-200 V

200 A

300 A

150 A

250 A
200 A

100 A
50 A
0A
-50 A

(c) Turn-off terminal current

150 A
100 A
50 A
0A
-50 A

(d) Turn-on terminal current

Fig. 2-5. Comparison among experimental results (solid line), simulated results by the commercial
SPICE model (dot line), and simulated results (dash line) by the developed SPICE model when input
voltage is 600 V, switching current is 180 A, high-side gate resistance is 1 Ω, and low-side gate resistance
is 5.6 Ω with the experimental setup in Fig. 2-4(b).

Comparison of the peak turn-on current and voltage stress between the experimental data and
simulation result by extracted model at other operating conditions are listed in TABLE I. The
differences between predicted results by the developed model and the experimental results are
below 10% for all the cases.
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF PEAK TURN-ON CURRENT AND VOLTAGE STRESS AT VARIOUS OPERATING
CONDITIONS
Peak turn-on

Peak turn-on

current by

current by

experiment

extracted model

100 V and 40 A

60 A

200 V and 80 A

Operating

Voltage stress

Voltage stress by

by experiment

extracted model

61 A

141 V

151 V

113 A

113 A

282 V

292 V

300 V and 120 A

160 A

167 A

413 V

428 V

400 V and 160 A

207 A

226 A

543 V

562 V

condition

The commercial model considers the packaging effect and is a behavior model that predicts
well if the module works at normal condition. Probably the model has not been verified when the
module is at abnormal condition (e.g., cross-turn-on happens). Thus, the commercial model is not
accurate in predicting the cross-turn-on current. The developed model contains the parasitics and
is a physically based model that emulates the electrical performances of the real dies at different
conditions. It was verified to be accurate even when cross-turn-on happens. The same modeling
method is applied to the other modules discussed in the following chapters since the developed
model properly predicts the cross-turn-on.

2.4 Influence of Paralleling on Immunity to Cross-Turn-On for Paralleled SiC
MOSFETs
The double pulse tester shown in Fig. 2-6 is used to evaluate different modules. The low-side
switches are driven by a square wave between the gate and the source while the high-side switches
are kept off by VH. The switching current I1 is set to be 300 A. The output impedance of the gate
driver is 0.8 Ω. One gate driver is used to drive all the MOSFETs in each module. A gate resistor
is added inside the module for each die.
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0.5 μH 5 nH

5 nH
POS

16 nH 0.3 nH

Iload 0.8 Ω 3 nH

750 μH 1 μH

VH = -5 V
3 nH

800 V

120 mΩ 1 mΩ

20 V

0.8 Ω 3 nH
3 nH

-5 V
0.5 μH 5 nH

Ls = 5 nH

G_HS
S_HS
OUT
G_LS
S_LS
NEG

Fig. 2-6. Simulation schematic of the power stage; the terminals are connected with the module shown
in Fig. 2-3.

For the module with cross-turn-on, VH in the power stage shown in Fig. 2-6 is set to be -5 V,
whereas VH is lowered to -12 V for module without cross-turn-on. The 1.2 kV SiC MOSFET for
simulation is CPM212000025B [95]. The nominal simulation condition is shown in TABLE II.
The modules use the same SPICE model shown in Fig. 2-3 and is connected with the power stage
shown in Fig. 2-6. How cross-turn-on impacts the switching energy of the module and how
paralleling dies influences cross-turn-on are discussed in the following two sub-sections.
TABLE II. NOMINAL SIMULATION CONDITION FOR MODULE IN FIG. 2-3 AND POWER STAGE IN
FIG. 2-6

Input voltage

800 V

2.4.1

Switching current

300 A

Low-side gate

High-side gate

resistance per

resistance per

die

die

2.5 Ω

2.5 Ω

Influence of cross-turn-on on switching energy

Cross-turn-on current is the channel current of a high-side MOSFET when the low side turns
on. The cross-turn-on current waveforms of modules without and with cross-turn-on at nominal
condition are shown in Fig. 2-7. There is no cross-turn-on current for the module without cross24

turn-on; the peak cross-turn-on current for the module with cross-turn-on is 214 A. Cross-turn-on
currents lead to additional switching energy.
With cross-turn-on, 214 A
250 A
200 A
150 A
100 A
50 A

Without cross-turn-on, 0 A

0A
50 us

50.1 us

50.2 us

50.3 us

Fig. 2-7. High-side channel current waveforms of the module without and with internal cross-turn-on
obtained by simulating Fig. 2-6 and the extracted SPICE models in Fig. 2-3.

The comparison of low-side switching energy Elowside, high-side switching energy Ehighside, and
total switching energy Etotal between modules with and without cross-turn-on are shown in Fig.
2-8. Low-side switching energies of the two modules are the same. The high-side switching energy
for the module with cross-turn-on (6.2 mJ) is 44% higher than that of the module without crossturn-on (4.3 mJ). The total switching energy of the module with cross-turn-on (11.4 mJ) is 20%
higher than that of the module without cross-turn-on (9.5 mJ).

Module with cross-turn-on Module without cross-turn-on
E, mJ

Elowside

Ehighside

Etotal

Fig. 2-8. Comparison of switching energy between modules with and without cross-turn-on.
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2.4.2

Influence of number of paralleled dies on cross-turn-on

A one-die module, two-die module, four-die module, and six-die module are constructed
based on the module shown in Fig. 2-3. The one-die module is when the other dies and associated
parasitics are removed except M1 for the high side, M9 for the low side, and the corresponding
parasitics in the branches of M1 and M9 are kept. The other three modules are constructed in the
same way. Configurations for the four modules are summarized in TABLE II.
TABLE III. CONFIGURATIONS FOR FOUR MODULES
One-die

Two-die

Four-die

module

module

module

Six-die module

M1, M2, M3,

All the dies in

M5, M9, M10,

module with

M11, and M13

package in Fig. 2-3

M1, M2, M9,
M1 and M9
and M10

Terminal current refers to the current through Ls in Fig. 2-6. The normalized peak terminal
currents IterminalN of the four modules at different normalized input voltages VinN, low-side gate
resistances RglowN, and switching currents IswitchN are simulated and shown in Fig. 2-9.
IterminalN/1.5 (for VinN)
IterminalN/4 (for RglowN)
IterminalN/8 (for IswitchN)

One-die module
Four-die module

Two-die module
Six-die module

VinN
RglowN

VinN (RglowN or IswitchN)

IswitchN

)
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Fig. 2-9. Normalized figure of peak terminal current IterminalN vs. normalized input voltage VinN, low-side
gate resistance RglowN, and switching current IswitchN parametric with number of dies; the simulation result
is obtained by simulating the schematic in Fig. 2-6 based on the SPICE models in Fig. 2-3 when highside gate resistance is 2.5 Ω.

The normalized peak terminal currents of the four modules as VinN, RglowN, and IswitchN are
varied, as shown in Fig. 2-9. Terminal current decreases as the number of paralleled dies increases.
At nominal case, the terminal current of the one-die module is 73% larger than that of the six-die
module. This is because the package inductance in the power loop increases as the number of
paralleled dies increases and the increased inductance reduces the power loop di/dt.
The normalized cross-turn-on currents IcrossN, high-side switching energies EhighsideN, and total
switching energies EtotalN of the four modules at different VinN, RglowN, and IswitchN are demonstrated
in Fig. 2-10(a), (b), and (c), respectively.
Normalized parameters are calculated according to

𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑁 =

𝐼𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑁 =

𝐼𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑁 ∙ 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑐

𝐸ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑁 =

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑁 =

𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝑁 ∙ 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑡

𝐸ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒
𝑁 ∙ 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑡

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑁 ∙ 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑡

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑁 =

𝑉𝑖𝑛
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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𝑅𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑁 =

𝑅𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓

(10)

𝐼𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑁 =

𝐼𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓

(11)

where Iterminal is the peak turn-on terminal current; Icross is the peak cross-turn-on current; Ehighside
is the high-side switching energy; Etotal is the total switching energy; N is the number of paralleled
dies. The values of Ireft, Irefc, Ereft, Vref, Rref, and Iref are listed in TABLE IV. The parameters Vin,
Rglow, and Iswitch range from 200 V to 800 V, from 2.5 Ω to 25 Ω, and from 10 A to 60 A,
respectively.
TABLE IV. VALUES OF THE REFERENCE PARAMETERS FOR NORMALIZATION
Ireft

Irefc

Ereft

Vref

Rref

Iref

50 A

50 A

0.8456 mJ

800 V

25 Ω

60 A

Normalized peak cross-turn-on current versus VinN, RglowN, and IswitchN parametric with
different numbers of dies is shown in Fig. 2-10(a). Peak cross-turn-on current increases as the
number of paralleled dies increases. At nominal case, the peak cross-turn-on current of the six-die
module is 134% larger than that of the one-die module. A layout design with an emphasis on low
susceptibility to cross-turn-on is compulsory for a high-voltage power module with a large number
of dies in parallel.
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IcrossN
RglowN

One-die module
Two-die module
Four-die module
Six-die module
IswitchN
RglowN
IswitchN

VinN

EhighsideN/2 (for VinN)
EhighsideN/1.5 (for RglowN)
EhighsideN/0.7 (for IswitchN)

One-die module
Two-die module
Four-die module
Six-die module

VinN

IswitchN

RglowN
VinN

VinN
RglowN

VinN

VinN (RglowN or IswitchN)

VinN (RglowN or IswitchN)
(a) Peak cross-turn-on current vs. VinN,
RglowN, and IswitchN

EtotalN/1.5 (for VinN)
EtotalN/3 (for RglowN)
EtotalN/0.8 (for IswitchN)

(b) High-side switching energy vs. VinN,
RglowN, and IswitchN.
)
One-die module
Two-die module
Four-die module
Six-die module

IswitchN
RglowN
VinN
VinN (RglowN or IswitchN)

(c) Total switching energy vs.) VinN, RglowN,
and IswitchN

Fig. 2-10. Normalized figure of (a) peak cross-turn-on current IcrossN, (b) high-side switching energy EhighsideN,
and (c) total switching energy EtotalN vs. VinN, RglowN, and IswitchN parametric with the number of dies at the
same condition as Fig. 2-9.

Normalized high-side switching energy versus VinN, RglowN, and IswitchN parametric with
different number of dies is shown in Fig. 2-10(b). High-side switching energies of the four modules
are similar when the input voltage and switching current change and decrease as the low-side gate
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resistance increases. This is because the cross-turn-on current is reduced when the low-side gate
resistance increases.
The normalized total switching energy versus VinN, RglowN, and IswitchN parametric with
different number of dies are shown in Fig. 2-10(c). The total switching energy of the module
increases as the number of paralleled dies increases. The total switching energy of the six-die
module is 36% higher than that of the one-die module. To conclude, the switching energy and
cross-turn-on current of the module increase with the number of paralleled dies regardless of
different input voltages, gate resistances and switching currents.
The cross-turn-on current increases the high-side switching energy and the total switching
energy of the module because the energy is dissipated in the channel when the voltage across the
drain-to-source capacitance of the MOSFET remains high (e.g., 600 V) as cross-turn-on current
increases (e.g., 100 A).
The cross-turn-on current and switching energy increase with the number of dies because the
layout becomes more asymmetrical as the number of dies increases. The asymmetrical layout leads
to higher cross-turn-on current and switching energy.

2.5 Summary
A modeling process for paralleled chips encapsulated in power module that gives access to
the internal channel current and voltage of each bare die inside the package, free of convergence
problem, and accurate is introduced. Parasitic ac resistances, dc resistances, and ac inductances are
extracted by Q3D Extractor. Non-convergence is avoided by including ac resistance of the
conduction trace in the model. The maximum mesh size is assigned to be the same as the skin
depth and thickness of the direct-bonded copper to ensure accuracy. A series model which is set
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as the default in Q3D extractor is converted to a parallel model to accurately reflect how the current
flows through the dc and ac resistances of the trace. A complete SPICE model of a commercial
SiC power module is derived by using the developed modeling procedure. The model is validated
by experiments. The error between predicted turn-on peak current of the developed model and that
of the experimental data is 2%, significantly lower than the 28% difference between prediction
result of commercial model and experimental data. The derived modeling process will be utilized
to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance of different power modules.
Cross-turn-on increases the high-side switching energy and total switching energy of the
module by 44% and 20%, respectively, at nominal condition. One-die, two-die, four-die, and sixdie modules are built upon the asymmetrical layout to explore how the number of dies influences
cross-turn-on and switching energy. The peak cross-turn-on current and total switching energy
increase with the number of dies. Severity of cross-turn-on increases as number of dies increases.
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Chapter 3

Detection of Internal Cross-Turn-On for a SiC
Power Module

Nomenclature
Cds

Drain-to-source capacitance of MOSFET

Cgd

Gate-to-drain capacitance of MOSFET

Cgs

Gate-to-source capacitance of MOSFET

did/dt

Slew rate of load current

dvds/dt

Slew rate of drain-to-source voltage

ich

Channel-current source

ioff

Current through Ls

Ls

Power-source inductance

Mlow

Low-side MOSFET

Mhigh

High-side MOSFET

Rg

Gate resistance

VDC

Input voltage

Vhdr

High-side driving-voltage source

Vlower

Negative voltage smaller than Voff

Voff

Negative voltage
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3.1 Introduction
Power modules with high-current (hundreds of Amperes) and high-voltage (above 1 kV)
ratings are used in aircraft, electric vehicle, and systems of renewable energy [49]–[50]. False
triggering is severe in SiC power module because of high did/dt, high dvds/dt, and the large number
of parasitic inductances [51]–[58]. Most of the research related to SiC MOSFETs focuses on gate
driver [59]–[60], parasitic inductances [61]–[62], EMI [63], modeling [64]–[67], packaging [68]–
[71], and mismatch among paralleled dies [72]–[76]. Fig. 3-1 shows a module connected to a
power stage. The module consists of a low-side MOSFET Mlow and a high-side MOSFET Mhigh.
The module pins are named terminals and symbolized by the squares. For example, node ‘a’ is the
gate terminal of the module. Each switch is approximated by one current source i ch and three
junction capacitances: gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd, gate-to-source capacitance Cgs, and drain-tosource capacitance Cds. The model of the Mhigh is shown explicitly to explain the mechanism of
cross-turn-on later [80].
Module
id

VDC

Ld
Mhigh d
Rg Lg1 Lg2
c
a
e
Lks1 Lks2
Vhdr = -5 V b
Drive L
s
source

Cgd d
c ich Cds
Cgs e

Iload

Mlow

Ld1

Rg Lg1 Lg2

Vdr

Lks1 Lks2
20 V
Ls1

-5 V

Fig. 3-1. Schematic of a power module driven by a double-pulse tester.
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The terms “channel” and “terminal” are used herein to distinguish the voltages and currents
associated with the MOSFET model from those associated with the pins of the module [77]-[80].
For example, ich is “channel” current and the voltage across the Cgs is the “channel” voltage,
whereas id is the “terminal” current and voltage across terminal ‘a’ and terminal ‘b’ is the “terminal”
voltage.
To understand the phenomenon of “cross-turn-on,” a double-pulse tester is chosen as the
power stage. The high-side drive voltage Vhdr is always -5 V. The low-side drive voltage Vdr is
initially -5 V. Then Mlow is turned on by stepping Vdr from -5 V to 20 V. The channel current ich
of Mhigh should be zero normally while Mlow turns on; however, current is induced in Cgd to charge
the channel voltage up as the drain-to-source voltage across Mhigh increases. Cross-turn-on is the
phenomenon when the channel current of the off switch is no longer zero, due to the increased
channel voltage caused by the induced current in Cgd as the complimentary switch turns on.
Detection of cross-turn-on is important. It enables the susceptibilities of different modules to
this problem to be compared, negative drive voltage to be determined, and gate resistance to be
selected for safe operation. This has been difficult since the “channel” current (used to identify
cross-turn-on) is different from the “terminal” current. Besides, channel current is very difficult to
measure due to the encapsulation inside the module. Even though the current of the die can be
measured, distinguishing the channel current from the current of junction capacitors is still a
problem.
The detection method described in this work was motivated by the difficulty in finding a paper
describing how to detect cross-turn-on. A non-intrusive method identifying cross-turn-on based on
the changing envelop of the ringing current is theoretically analyzed and experimentally validated
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based on a 1.2 kV SiC module. It can be used to guide layout design, determine internal gate
resistance, and set the current rating of the module. The method is also applicable to a Si module
and a packaged discrete MOSFET. The previous mitigation technique for terminal voltage [80]
can be evaluated again by using the detection method to examine whether it works to eliminate the
cross-turn-on at a reasonable gate resistance and negative drive voltage. The next section analyzes
the signature for the cross-turn-on. The Section 3 shows the experimental results to support Section
2. The last section concludes this chapter.

3.2 Signature for Cross-Turn-On
Most commercial power modules use drive-source connections Lks2 to avoid common-source
inductances [33]. The power-source inductance Ls still exists because of the parasitic inductance
between the source of Mhigh and the drain of Mlow. To identify when the module has cross-turn-on
at the desired negative drive voltage Voff, Vlower which is smaller than Voff must be utilized. The
detection of cross-turn-on is based on the comparison of the ringing currents through Ls at Vhdr =
Voff and at Vhdr = Vlower, respectively. Four cases should be analyzed since there are two negative
drive voltages and two channel statuses. Definitions of the four cases and the associated current
relationships at the first valley are shown in TABLE V.
TABLE V. FOUR CASES FOR THE HIGH-SIDE MOSFET MHIGH AT DIFFERENT NEGATIVE DRIVE
VOLTAGES WHEN THE LOW-SIDE VDR SWITCHES FROM -5 V TO 20 V
Current relationship Cross-turn-on
Vhdr = Voff

Vhdr = Vlower
at first valley

Off-Case (Fig. 3-2)

ich = 0

ich = 0

ioff < ilower

No

On-Case at Voff (Fig. 3-4)

ich > 0

ich = 0

ioff > ilower

Yes
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On-Case at both drive
ich > 0

ich > 0

ioff > ilower

Yes

ich = 0

ich > 0

--

--

voltages (Fig. 3-6)
Impossible

Two negative drive voltages need to be chosen for detection. The first one is the desired off drive
voltage Voff and the second one Vlower is smaller than Voff. The difference between Voff and Vlower
should be small. This generates a difference in Cgd and keeps the Cds and Cgs constant. The currents
ioff and ilower in TABLE V are the two ringing currents through Ls at the first valley when the
negative drive voltage Vhdr equals to Voff and Vlower, respectively. The Off-Case is when the channel
currents are zero at both drive voltages. The On-Case at Voff is when the channel current is zero at
Vhdr = Vlower and is larger than zero at Vhdr = Voff. The On-Case at both drive voltages is when the
channel currents are larger than zero at both drive voltages. The case when the channel current is
larger than zero at Vhdr = Vlower and is zero at Vhdr = Voff is impossible.
The first three cases in TABLE V are analyzed for the signature of cross-turn-on in the
following three subsections.
3.2.1

Analysis for off-case

A voltage vrise transitioning from 0 V at t0 to VDC at t1 is applied across Mhigh in Fig. 3-1 (and
the associated stray inductances) as Mlow switches on. This is illustrated in Fig. 3-2(a) and (b) for
Vhdr = Voff and Vhdr = Vlower, respectively. The MOSFET channel currents are zero in both cases
and the two schematics are the same. The only difference is that Cgd1 in Fig. 3-2(a) is larger than
Cgd2 in Fig. 3-2(b) because of the higher negative drive voltage [82]. The currents ioff in Fig. 3-2(a)
and ilower in Fig. 3-2(b) are compared to identify the signature for the absence of cross-turn-on. The
current load Iload in Fig. 3-1 is removed in Fig. 3-2 since it provides the same currents for both
cases and does not contribute to the difference of the currents ioff and ilower. The parasitic
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inductances shown in Fig. 3-1 are omitted in Fig. 3-2 since they do not affect the results derived
below.
vrise

vrise

VDC
0V

t0 t1 t2
Rg

VDC
+
vCgd1

0V

Cgd1
Cds

t0 t1 t2

+

vCds1

iLg

+
vCgd2

Rg

Ls

Cds

+
vCds2

iLg

Cgs
Vhdr = Voff

Cgd2

Cgs
Vhdr = Vlower

ioff

(a) Vhdr = Voff

Ls

ilower

(b) Vhdr = Vlower

Fig. 3-2. Upper MOSFET Mhigh in Fig. 3-1 for the Off-Case with the lower MOSFET turning on: upper
channel is off when Vhdr equals (a) Voff and (b) Vlower; the voltage Voff is the desired negative drive
voltage and Vlower is smaller than Voff.

The circuits in Fig. 3-2(a) and (b) were simulated with Rg = 1 Ω, Ls = 5 nH, VDC = 300 V, the
Rohm SiC MOSFET model [83], Voff = -4 V, and Vlower = -5 V. The exemplary ioff and ilower are
shown in Fig. 3-3(a1) and (a2). Fig. 3-3(a2) is the enlarged view of Fig. 3-3(a1) at the first valley.
i, A

ioff

ilower

i, A
ioff < ilower

iLs2
4 ns/div
(a1)

t, s

0.2 ns/div
(a2)
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t, s

vCgd1

v, V

vCgd2

t, s

4 ns/div
(b)
vCds1

v, V

vCds2

t, s

4 ns/div
(c)

Fig. 3-3. Simulated exemplary (a1) ioff and ilower, (a2) enlarged ioff and ilower at the first valley, (b) vCgd1
and vCgd2, and (c) vCds1 and vCds2 at Vhdr = Voff = -4 V and Vhdr = Vlower = -5 V for the off-case based on
schematics in Fig. 3-2.

The currents ioff and ilower through power-source inductance Ls in Fig. 3-2(a) and (b) are
modeled from Cgd1, vCgd1 across Cgd1, Cds, vCds1 across Cds in Fig. 3-2(a), Cgd2, vCgd2 across Cgd2,
vCds2 across Cds in Fig. 3-2(b), and time t by

𝑖𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝐶𝑔𝑑1 ∙

𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑔𝑑1
𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑑𝑠1
+ 𝐶𝑑𝑠 ∙
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐶𝑔𝑑2 ∙

Observe that

𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑔𝑑1
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑔𝑑2
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑔𝑑2
𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑑𝑠2
+ 𝐶𝑑𝑠 ∙
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑔𝑑 𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑑𝑠1
𝑑𝑡

(12)

,

𝑑𝑡

=

𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑑𝑠2
𝑑𝑡

, and

(13)

𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑔𝑑
𝑑𝑡

is negative at the first valley of

ioff and ilower according to Fig. 3-3(b) and (c). Thus, the difference between ioff and ilower at the first
valley is:
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𝑖𝑜𝑓𝑓 − 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = (𝐶𝑔𝑑1 − 𝐶𝑔𝑑2 ) ∙

𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑔𝑑
<0
𝑑𝑡

(14)

In other words, the statement, if there is no cross-turn-on, then ioff is smaller than ilower at the
first valley is true. Thus, its contrapositive statement, if ioff is larger than ilower at the first valley,
then there is cross-turn-on is also true.
3.2.2

Analysis for on-case at higher driving voltage

The same power stage used for the Off-Case is applied for the On-Case at Voff. The MOSFET
channel current is non-zero at Vhdr = Voff and is zero at Vhdr = Vlower. This is illustrated in Fig. 3-4(a)
and (b). The channel current is added to Fig. 3-2(a) to obtain Fig. 3-4(a) for this case. Fig. 3-2(b)
remains the same as shown in Fig. 3-4(b). The two currents ioff in Fig. 3-4(a) and ilower in Fig. 3-4(b)
through power-source inductance Ls would be compared for the signature when cross-turn-on
happens at Vhdr = Voff and does not exist at Vhdr = Vlower.
vrise

vrise

VDC
0V

t0 t1 t2
Rg

VDC
+
vCgd1

0V
Cgd1
Cds

Cgs
Vhdr = Voff

Ls

+
vCgd2

Rg

+
vCds1

iLg

t0 t1 t2

Cds

+
vCds2

iLg

ich
ioff

Cgd2

Cgs
Vhdr = Vlower

(a) Vhdr = Voff

Ls

ilower

(b) Vhdr = Vlower

Fig. 3-4. Upper MOSFET Mhigh in Fig. 3-1 for the On-Case at Voff with the lower MOSFET turning on:
upper channel is (a) on when Vhdr = Voff and (b) off when Vhdr = Vlower.

The circuits in Fig. 3-4(a) and (b) were simulated with the same configurations as used for the
previous Off-Case except that Voff = -2 V and Vlower = -3 V. The exemplary ioff and ilower are shown
in Fig. 3-5(a1) and (a2). Fig. 3-5(a2) is the enlarged view of Fig. 3-5(a1) at the first valley.
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i, A

ioff

ilower

ioff > ilower

iLs2
t, s
0.2 ns/div
(a2)

t, s
4 ns/div
(a1)
v, V

vCgd1

vCgd2

4 ns/div
(b)

v, V

vCds1

t, s

vCds2

4 ns/div
(c)

t, s

Fig. 3-5. Simulated (a1) ioff and ilower, (a2) enlarged ioff and ilower at the first valley, (b) vCgd1 and vCgd2, and
(c) vCds1 and vCds2 at Vhdr = Voff = -2 V and Vhdr = Vlower = -3 V for the On-Case at Voff based on schematics
in Fig. 3-4.

The ioff is larger than ilower at the first valley, as shown in Fig. 3-5(a2). This coincides with the
conclusion obtained in Off-Case which states that cross-turn-on occurs if ioff is larger than ilower at
the first valley. Cross-turn-on leads to the energy dissipation in the channel and damps the current
ringing once it happens.
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Although the signature of cross-turn-on is determined at the first valley, cross-turn-on could
happen before that. The exact time when cross-turn-on starts to occur is hard to pinpoint since the
terminal current does not represent the internal channel current. The gate-to-drain voltage is
reducing and the gate-to-drain capacitance is discharged at the first valley, as shown in Fig. 3-5(b).
This is due to the resonance between the capacitance and the loop inductance. Cross-turn-on
actually starts happening while the gate-to-drain capacitance is charged and the gate-to-drain
voltage is increasing.
3.2.3

Analysis for on-case at both driving voltages

The same power stage used for the Off-Case is applied for the On-Case at both drive voltages.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3-6(a) and (b) for Vhdr = Voff and Vhdr = Vlower, respectively. Both
MOSFET channel currents are non-zero. The channel current is added to Fig. 3-4(b) to obtain Fig.
3-6(b) for this case. Fig. 3-4(a) remains the same as shown in Fig. 3-6(a). The two currents ioff in
Fig. 3-6(a) and ilower in Fig. 3-6(b) through power-source inductance Ls would be compared for the
signature when cross-turn-on happens at both Vhdr = Voff and Vhdr = Vlower.
vrise

vrise

VDC
0V

t0 t1 t2
Rg

VDC
+
vCgd1

0V
Cgd1
Cds

Cgs
Ls

+
vCgd2
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+
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Vhdr = Voff

t0 t1 t2
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+
vCds2

iLg
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ioff

Cgd2

Cgs
Vhdr = Vlower

(a) Vhdr = Voff

Ls

ich2
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(b) Vhdr = Vlower

Fig. 3-6. Upper MOSFET Mhigh in Fig. 3-1 for the On-Case at both drive voltages with the lower
MOSFET turning on: upper channel is (a) on when Vhdr = Voff and (b) off when Vhdr = Vlower.
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The circuits in Fig. 3-6(a) and (b) were simulated with the same configurations as used for the
Off-Case except that Voff = -1 V and Vlower = -2 V. The exemplary ioff and ilower are shown in Fig.
3-7(a1) and (a2). Fig. 3-7(a2) is the enlarged view of Fig. 3-7(a1) at the first valley.
i, A

ioff

ilower
ioff > ilower

iLs2

4 ns/div
(a1)
v, V

vCgd1

t, s

t, s

0.2 ns/div
(a2)

vCgd2

4 ns/div

t, s

(b)

v, V

vCds1

vCds2

t, s
4 ns/div
(c)

Fig. 3-7. Simulated (a1) ioff and ilower, (a2) enlarged ioff and ilower at the first valley, (b) vCgd1 and vCgd2, and
(c) vCds1 and vCds2 at Vhdr = Voff = -1 V and Vhdr = Vlower = -2 V for the On-Case at both drive voltages
based on schematics in Fig. 3-6.

The ioff is larger than ilower at the first valley, as shown in Fig. 3-7(a2). This coincides with the
conclusion obtained in the Off-Case which states that cross-turn-on occurs if ioff is larger than ilower
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at the first valley. Cross-turn-on leads to the energy dissipation in the channel and damps the
current ringing once it happens.
To conclude, there is cross-turn-on at Vhdr = Voff if ioff is larger than ilower at the first valley and
there is no cross-turn-on if ioff is smaller than ilower at the first valley. This is the method to detect
cross-turn-on. Once the channel is on before the first valley and the phenomenon is discovered by
the detection method, the occurrence of cross-turn-on is confirmed regardless of whether the
channel is on or off after the first valley. The detection method can be used to determine the
negative drive voltage Voff for the safe operation of a module or a packaged MOSFET. The gate
resistance Rg is assumed to be designed according to [85] considering the voltage stress, switching
energy, and EMI compliance. The desired negative drive voltage Voff can be initially selected to
be Vstart by the engineer based on the limit of the negative drive voltage Vmin for the switch and the
margin one might want. A procedure is recommended to determine the ultimate value for Voff to
avoid cross-turn-on:
1) Check whether cross-turn-on happens at the pre-selected values for Rg and Voff. Set the
number of iteration steps and calculate the Vdiff which is the difference between Voff and Vlower to
be (Vstart -Vmin) divided by the number of iteration steps. Obtain the current waveforms i off and
ilower at Vhdr = Voff = Vstart and Vhdr = Vlower = Voff – Vdiff, respectively. Compare ioff and ilower at the
first valley. Rg and Voff are determined if there is no cross-turn-on; otherwise, move to step 2);
2) Decrease Voff and Vlower by the decrement Vdiff . Compare ioff and ilower at the first valley. Rg
is determined if there is no cross-turn-on; otherwise, repeat step 2) until Vlower = Vmin. Increase Rg
and start from step 1) until Voff is determined.
The detection method is verified in the next section.
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3.3 Experimental Validation
A 1.2 kV SiC power module was tested at different input voltages and gate resistances with the
double-pulse tester shown in Fig. 3-8 to detect cross-turn-on and identify suitable negative drive
voltage Voff and gate resistance Rg.
SiC module
POS

Iload

5.6 Ω
G_HS
Vhdc

VDC
(30 V – 300 V)
Vdc

Rg (0 – 20 Ω)

18 V
0V

S_HS
OUT
G_LS
S_LS
NEG

Fig. 3-8. Schematic of the double-pulse tester for the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3-9.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3-9(a). It was based on the schematic in Fig. 3-8 and
consisted of the double-pulse tester, positioning fixture, and near-field probe (Langer LF-R3, 50
MHz bandwidth) to detect the source-bond-wire current (ioff or ilower in the models). The
positioning fixture ensured the detection position was the same at various testing conditions so that
an accurate measurement could be achieved. The near-field probe and the fixture were no longer
required for the designed tester/converter once the negative drive voltage was determined. The
near-field probe detected the magnetic field intensity around the conductor. The detected field was
then transferred to the current by the transformation curve provided by the manufacturer [84]. The
detection method is immune to the noise that might exist in the experiment since the indicator of
cross-turn-on is the difference between the two measured currents at two negative drive voltages.
The enlarged view of the field probe placed 1 mm above the source bond wire is shown in Fig.
3-9(b).
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Near-field probe
(Langer LF-R3)
Positioning fixture
Module
VDC

23 cm
(a) Double-pulse tester

(b) Probe placed above source bondwire

Fig. 3-9. (a) Double-pulse tester based on schematic in Fig. 3-8 with positioning fixture for near-field
probe; (b) probe placed above source bond wire (Ls) to detect current.

Two groups of experiments were conducted to detect the cross-turn-on. The first group was
to change the input voltage VDC while keeping load current Iload and gate resistance Rg the same.
The detected currents ioff and ilower when VDC = 30 V and VDC = 300 V at Vhdr = Voff = -3 V and
Vhdr = Vlower = -4 V were compared and shown in Fig. 3-10(a) and (b). If channel currents are zero
or non-zero at both Vhdr = Voff and Vhdr = Vlower in the two cases, the relationship between ioff and
ilower at the first valley in Fig. 3-10(a) and (b) must be the same.

6.3

Vhdr = Voff = -3 V
Vhdr = Vlower = -4 V i, A
8.4

i, A

6.3

4.2

4.2
2.1
2.1
0
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0
ioff < ilower

70 ns/div
(a) VDC = 30 V

t
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ioff > ilower

50 ns/div
(b) VDC = 300
V

t

Fig. 3-10. Comparison of currents through Ls at Voff = -3 V and Vlower = -4 V when VDC is (a) 30 V and
(b) 300 V based on the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3-9; load current Iload in Fig. 3-8 is 10 A and
gate resistance Rg is 5.6 Ω for both cases.

However, the relationships between ioff and ilower at the first valley for the two cases in Fig.
3-10(a) and (b) are opposite. Thus, there must be cross-turn-on in one case but no cross-turn-on in
the other case. Cross-turn-on happens due to the induced current by gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd.
The current equals to Cgd*dvds/dt. Thus, the case with higher VDC is more likely to have cross-turnon since the dvds/dt is higher. Therefore, the case in Fig. 3-10(b) with higher VDC has cross-turnon and the case in Fig. 3-10(a) has no cross-turn-on. The ioff is larger than ilower in Fig. 3-10(b) and
is smaller than ilower in Fig. 3-10(a). Thus, the higher ioff over ilower at the first valley signifies the
cross-turn-on and no cross-turn-on exists if ioff is smaller than ilower. This agrees with the detection
method from the analysis in Section 3.2. The next experiment chose Voff and Vlower to be -4 V and
-5 V and varied gate resistance for the low side from 20 Ω, 10 Ω, to 0 Ω. The gate resistance for
the high side was fixed at 5.6 Ω. The input voltage and load current were the same. The switching
time dt decreased and the dv/dt increased as the gate resistance decreased. The case with the lowest
gate resistance was most likely to have cross-turn-on. The detected source-bond-wire currents at
different gate resistances are shown in Fig. 3-11.
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i, A
3.78

i, A
12.6

Vhdr = Voff = -4 V
Vhdr = Vlower = -5 V

6.3

i, A

6.3
0

2.52
4.2
1.26

-2.1

2.1
ioff < ilower
0

ioff < ilower
100 ns/div
(a) Rg = 20 Ω

t

0

70 ns/div
(b) Rg = 10 Ω

ioff > ilower
t -6.3

t
50 ns/div
(c) Rg = 0 Ω

Fig. 3-11. Comparison of currents through Ls at Voff = -4 V and Vlower = -5 V when Rg = (a) 20 Ω, (b) 10
Ω, and (c) 0 Ω based on the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3-9; VDC is 100 V and Iload is 10 A for all
three cases.

There was no cross-turn-on in Fig. 3-11(a) and (b) when gate resistances were 20 Ω and 10
Ω, respectively, since ioff was smaller than ilower at the first valley. Cross-turn-on appeared when
gate resistance decreased to 0 Ω as seen in Fig. 3-11(c) because ioff was larger than ilower at the first
valley.
The near-field probe does not have to be a commercial one. It can be fabricated by using
several turns of small windings to pick up the current signal. The effective detection is determined
by the relative value from two measurements and does not need to measure the absolute values.

3.4 Summary
A non-intrusive detection method based on the changing ringing current is introduced and
verified in this paper. Cross-turn-on inside a power module can be detected by comparing the
currents through the power-source inductance associated with the die at the first valley with two
negative drive voltages. If the current at the first valley with the higher drive voltage is larger than
the current with the lower drive voltage, the channel current appears. This indicates the cross-turn-
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on inside the module. The procedure to use the detection method is: 1) Check whether cross-turnon happens at the pre-selected values for Rg and Voff. Voff must be higher than the minimum
negative driving voltage to assure reliable operation. Set the number of iteration steps and calculate
the Vdiff which is the difference between Voff and Vlower to be (Vstart -Vmin) divided by number of
iteration steps. Obtain the current waveforms ioff and ilower at Vhdr = Voff = Vstart and Vhdr = Vlower =
Voff – Vdiff, respectively. Compare ioff and ilower at the first valley. Rg and Voff are determined if
there is no cross-turn-on. Otherwise, move to step 2); 2) Decrease Voff and Vlower by the decrement
Vdiff . Compare ioff and ilower at the first valley. Rg is determined if there is no cross-turn-on.
Otherwise, repeat step 2) until Vlower = Vmin. Increase Rg and start from step 1) until Voff is
determined. The detection method enables the negative drive voltage and gate resistance to be
clearly determined for safe operation. Also, the susceptibilities to cross-turn-ons of different SiC
modules or packaged MOSFETs can be characterized and compared.
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Chapter 4

Influence of Layout Symmetry on Immunity to

Cross-Turn-On for a Module of Paralleled SiC MOSFETs
Nomenclature
Cgd

Gate-to-drain capacitance of MOSFET

Cgs

Gate-to-source capacitance of MOSFET

Cds

Drain-to-source capacitance of MOSFET

dvds/dt

Slew rate of drain-to-source voltage

Ehighside

Switching energy of the high-side dies

EhighsideN

Normalized switching energy of the high-side dies

Eon

Turn-on energy

Eoff

Turn-off energy

Etotal

Total switching energy

EtotalN

Normalized sum of the high-side and low-side switching energies

Icross

Peak cross-turn-on current

IcrossN

Normalized peak cross-turn-on current

Iload

Load current

IloadN

Normalized load current

N

Number of paralleled dies

Rg

External gate resistance

Rglow

Low-side gate resistance
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RglowN

Normalized low-side gate resistance

Rgtot

Total gate resistance

vgs_ind

Induced gate-to-source voltage

Vin

Input voltage

VinN

Normalized Input voltage

Vth

Threshold voltage

4.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to unveil and quantify the influence of layout symmetry on
immunity to cross-turn-on of paralleled SiC MOSFETs by simulation. The developed and verified
modeling procedure in Chapter 2 is applied here to derive SPICE models for different commercial
modules. Simulation rather than experiment is chosen to study cross-turn-on inside a 1.2 kV SiC
module because of two reasons: 1) modules from different manufacturers use different dies. Even
though the experimental results from two modules are different, whether it is caused by different
properties of the dies from two manufacturers or the package layout is unclear; 2) number of
paralleled dies in each commercial module is different. Since the number impacts di/dt of each die
which relates to the susceptibility to cross-turn-on, different numbers of dies make the final
comparison unfair. Third, direct bonded copper (DBC) thickness and bondwire radius are different
among modules. Therefore, a normalized simulated comparison of the modules based on the same
SPICE model of the die, same number of paralleled dies, same DBC thickness and bondwire radius
with their layouts modified from but maintaining the features of the commercial modules is chosen
to study. Results obtained in this chapter will guide engineers to design power modules with
enhanced immunity to cross-turn-on.
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The mechanism of cross-turn-on has been demonstrated in the Chapter 2 and will not be
repeated here. The schematic of the power stage is moved below as shown in Fig. 4-1 for
convenience.
Module
+ Vds

id

VDC

Ld
Mhigh d
Rg Lg1 Lg2
Cgd d
c
a
e
Lks1 Lks2
- c ich Cds
Vhdr = -5 V b
Drive L
s
Cgs e
source
Iload
Mlow

Ld1

Rg Lg1 Lg2

Vdr

Lks1 Lks2
20 V
Ls1

-5 V

Fig. 4-1. Schematic of a power module driven by a double-pulse tester.

Factors affecting cross-turn-on for single a chip or module are discussed in [87]. The induced
gate-to-source voltage 𝑣𝑔𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑑 of the chip(s) which is(are) supposed to be off is expressed by

𝑣𝑔𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑑

−𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑠
𝑅𝑔 ∙(𝐶𝑔𝑑 +𝐶𝑔𝑠 )
= 𝑅𝑔 ∙ 𝐶𝑔𝑑 ∙
∙ (1 − 𝑒
)
𝑑𝑡

(15)

where 𝑅𝑔 is the external gate resistance; 𝐶𝑔𝑑 is the gate-to-drain capacitance; 𝐶𝑔𝑠 is the gate-tosource capacitance; and

𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑡

is the slew rate of the drain-to-source voltage. This equation does not

take influence from parasitic inductances into account and will not be accurate for paralleled die;
however, it does shows how the other factors besides parasitic inductances impact induced crossturn-on currents. The parameters are shown in Fig. 4-1. Larger external gate resistance, gate-to-
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drain capacitance, and slew rate of drain-to-source voltage lead to higher induced gate-to-source
voltage, and thus lower immunity to cross-turn-on. Temperature is found to be another factor
influencing cross-turn-on in [88] since higher temperatures causes smaller threshold voltage.
Package influence on cross-turn-on for a single Si MOSFET is introduced in [89]; however, there
are other factors affecting the cross-turn-on for paralleled SiC MOSFETs. This is demonstrated by
the simulation results shown in Fig. 4-2. The module without package in Fig. 4-3 is simulated
based on the power stage shown in Fig. 4-1.

15 A
10 A

150 A
12 A

5A
0A
50 μs

141 A

100 A
50 A
0A

50.1 μs
50.2 μs
(a) Module without package

50.3 μs

50 μs

50.1 μs
50.2 μs
(b) Module with package

50.3 μs

Fig. 4-2. High-side channel current(s) of MOSFET (MOSFETs) in (a) module without package shown in
Fig. 4-3 and (b) module with package shown in Fig. 4-16 when low-side MOSFET(s) turn(s) on by using
the power stage shown in Fig. 4-1.

Only one power-loop for one big die (the six paralleled dice)

M1

M2

M8

M3

M9

M4

M10

M7
M5

M11

M6

M12

Fig. 4-3. SPICE model for the module without package.
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The peak cross-turn-on current for the module without package is 12 A, as demonstrated in
Fig. 4-2(a). The module with package is shown in Fig. 4-16. Its Vth, total Cgs, Cgd, and Cds are the
same as those of the module without package. Peak current of the module with package shown in
Fig. 4-2(b) is 141 A and 11.75 times of that of the module without package. Factors other than
those discussed in [89] lead to such big differences.
A normalized simulated comparison of the modules based on the same SPICE model of the
die, same number of dies, same DBC thickness and bond-wire radius with their layouts modified
from but maintaining the features of the commercial modules is chosen to study. Five commercial
modules are modeled and compared in terms of immunity to cross-turn-on, current unbalance, and
switching energy in Section 4.2. Influence of layout symmetry on cross-turn-on is detailed in
Section 4.3. Section 4.4 concludes this chapter.

4.2 Evaluation of Immunity to Cross-Turn-On for Five Commercial Modules
by Simulation
Five commercial 1.2 kV SiC modules [90]–[94] from three companies are selected to be
evaluated and compared. Their switching performances are evaluated by using the same powerstage circuit, as shown in Fig. 4-4. There are three terminals for these modules: terminal POS for
the high side, terminal OUT for the drain of the low side, and terminal NEG for the source of the
low side. They will be connected to the power stage as shown in Fig. 4-4 and the voltage between
OUT and NEG is called the terminal voltage. All the parameters in the power stage are fixed except
load current I1 which will be modified to be the rated current of the module. The voltage source
V4 is set to 25 V to fix the case temperature of the MOSFET at 25 oC.
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Fig. 4-4. Simulation schematic of the power stage.

The current rating, the number of MOSFET dies for the low side, and the rated current for
each MOSFET die of the five modules are summarized in TABLE VI.
TABLE VI. CURRENT RATING FOR EACH MODULE AND MOSFET DIE
Current rating of Number of MOSFET Rated current for each
Module
the module (A)

dies for low side

MOSFET die (Idie, A)

Module A

100

2

50

Module B

300

6

50

Module C

180

8

22.5

Module D

120

5

24

Module E

360

12

30

The Q3D model and the SPICE model of the five modules are built. The SPICE models from
Cree (CPM2-1200-0025B for the MOSFET die and CPW4-1200-S020B for the diode die) are used
in developing models of the modules. Cross-turn-on current, current unbalance, turn-on energy,
turn-off energy, and total switching energy at difference gate resistance Rgtot are analyzed for each
module in the following five sub-sections.
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4.2.1

Layout and switching performance of module A

Module A is rated at 100 A with two SiC MOSFETs and two diodes in parallel. Loop
inductances for the two dies in parallel are balanced by a symmetrical layout.

Copper
Aluminum
G_HS

M1

D1

G_HS

M2

D2

POS OUT

29.5 mm

S_LS
M3

D3

M4

D4

OUT NEG

G_LS

Copper
48 mm

Fig. 4-5. Layout of module A.

The Q3D model of module A is developed and shown in Fig. 4-6. M1–M4 are the MOSFET
dies and D1–D4 are the dies of the anti-paralleled diodes. The POS terminal is connected to the
cathode of the high-side diodes and then the drain of the high-side MOSFETs. The upper and lower
OUT terminals are connected to the anode of the high-side diode and the cathode of the low-side
MOSFET, respectively. The two OUT terminals need to be connected externally to make the
module work. Terminal NEG is connected to the anode of the low-side diode and the source of the
low-side MOSFET. For all the modules in this chapter, the terminals G_HS, S_HS, S_LS, and
G_LS represent the gate for the high side, drive-source for the high side, drive-source for the low
side and gate for the low side, respectively. One gate driver is used to drive the module.
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Copper
M1

D1

Aluminum

G_HS

POS
M2

OUT

D2

S_HS
29.5 mm
S_LS
M3

D3

G_LS

OUT
M4

NEG

D4

Copper
48 mm

Fig. 4-6. Q3D model of module A based on the layout in Fig. 4-5; the extracted SPICE model is shown
in Fig. 4-7.

There are two methods to add the gate resistors for the module. One approach is to put the
resistor on the driver board outside the module; another way is to allocate each of the MOSFET
die a resistor and place it inside the module. Additional gate resistors are added inside the module
for the simulations in this chapter. This will help avoid the non-convergence that might happen
when gate resistors are placed outside. The SPICE model of module A is extracted based on a Q3D
model in Fig. 4-6 by using the extraction method described in Chapter 2. The extract model is
shown in Fig. 4-7. R3–R6 are the gate resistors added for each of the MOSFET die.
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Fig. 4-7. Developed SPICE model of module A based on the Q3D model in Fig. 4-6.

The total gate resistance Rgtot is the equivalent gate resistance for all the MOSFETs in parallel
and is expressed by

𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 =

𝑅𝑔
𝑁

(16)

where 𝑅𝑔 is the resistance of the gate resistor for each MOSFET die and N is the number of dies
in parallel. Rgtot is varied from 0.3 Ω, 1 Ω, to 3 Ω to investigate the influence of the gate resistance
on cross-turn-on, current unbalance, and switching energy. The Rg for module A at different Rgtot
is calculated based on (16) and shown in TABLE VII.
TABLE VII. VARIATION OF GATE RESISTANCE FOR MODULE A
N

Rgtot, Ω

Rg, Ω

0.3

0.6

1

2

2
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3

6

The power stage in Fig. 4-4 is used to simulate module A in Fig. 4-7 and I1 is chosen to be
100 A which is the rated current of the module. The high-side switches M1 and M2 should remain
off and the low-side switches M3 and M4 will turn on or off based on the driving signal. Channel
currents of M1, M2, M3, and M4 and the terminal voltages when the low side turns at the total
gate resistance of 0.3 Ω, 1 Ω, and 3 Ω are shown in Fig. 4-8.

(a) Rgtot = 0.3 Ω

(b) Rgtot = 1 Ω

(c) Rgtot = 3 Ω

Fig. 4-8. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package layout
of module A shown in Fig. 4-5 by using the power stage in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE model of the module
in Fig. 4-7 when Rgtotal is (a) 0.3 Ω, (b) 1 Ω, and (c) 3 Ω.

Cross-turn-ons are noticed in all three cases in Fig. 4-8(a), (b), and (c). The peak cross-turnon current of M1 is 3 A, 2.4 A, and 0.6 A, respectively, when the Rgtot is 0.3 Ω, 1 Ω, and 3 Ω. The
cross-turn-on current is decreased with increasing Rgtot since the dvds/dt is decreased. Whether
there is cross-turn-on and current unbalance at different Rgtot for module A is summarized in
TABLE VIII.
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TABLE VIII. CROSS-TURN-ON AND CURRENT UNBALANCE FOR MODULE A AT DIFFERENT GATE
RESISTANCES
Rgtotal, Ω

Cross-turn-on

Current unbalance

0.3

Yes

No

1

Yes

No

3

Yes

No

The turn-on energy Eon, turn-off energy Eoff, and the total switching energy Etotal for module
A at different Rgtotal are calculated from simulation and summarized in TABLE IX.
TABLE IX. SWITCHING ENERGY OF MODULE A
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (Ω)

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽)

𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽)

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽)

Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 *

0.3

0.217

0.016

0.233

1

1

0.253

0.033

0.286

1.23

3

0.524

0.156

0.68

2.92

*Note: Normalized Etotal = (Etotal at different Rgtot) / (Etotal at Rgtot = 0.3 Ω)

The switching energy increases as gate resistance Rgtot increases, as shown in TABLE IX.
This is because larger gate resistance increases turn-on and turn-off time.
4.2.2

Layout and switching performance of module B

Layout of the module B is shown in Fig. 4-9. M1–M6 are the high-side MOSFETs and M7–
M12 are the low-side MOSFETs. There is a gate resistor (15 Ohm) for each MOSFET die inside
the module. The low-side MOSFETs are located in the right side of the module while all the gate
and Kelvin source terminals are in the left side of the module. Therefore, the gate and drive-source
inductances of the low-side chips have to be very large. Six dies in parallel are divided into two
balanced groups. Each group consists of three MOSFET dies paralleled with external Schottky
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diodes. The distances from M1 and M2 to the lead frame are different. This module is not perfectly
symmetrical.
Internal gate resistor (15 Ohm)

62 mm
Ceramic

Aluminum

G_HS
S_HS

M3 D3

D9

M2 D2

D8

M1 D1
POS

D7

M9
M8
M7

OUT

NEG
Copper

S_LS

M6

D6

G_LS

M5

D5

D11

M4

D4

D10 M10

D12
M12
M11

Copper
106 mm

Fig. 4-9. Layout of module B.
62 mm

Ceramic

Aluminum
M3 D3

D9

G_HS

M2 D2

D8

M1 D1
POS NEG

D7

S_HS
S_LS

M6

G_LS

M5 D5

D6

M9
M8
M7
OUT

Copper

D12
D11

M12

M11
D10 M10

M4 D4

106 mm

Fig. 4-10. Q3D model of module B shown in Fig. 4-9; the extracted SPICE model is shown in Fig. 4-11.

The developed Q3D model of the module B is shown in Fig. 4-10. The SPICE model of the
module is extracted based on the Q3D model in Fig. 4-10 and shown in Fig. 4-11. The power stage
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in Fig. 4-4 is used to simulate module B and I1 is chosen to be 300 A, the current rating of the
module. According to the simulation circuit in Fig. 4-4 and the developed SPICE model in Fig.
4-11, the high-side switches M1–M6 should remain off and the low-side switches M7- M12 will
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turn on or off based on the driving signal. The Rg for module A at different Rgtot is calculated based on (16) and shown in TABLE X.

Fig. 4-11. Extracted SPICE model of module B based on the Q3D model in Fig. 4-10.
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TABLE X. VARIATION OF GATE RESISTANCE FOR MODULE B
N

6

Rgtot, Ω

Rg, Ω

0.3

1.8

1

6

3

18

Simulated turn-on waveforms of module B at various gate resistance are shown in Fig. 4-12.

84 A

84 A
75 A

81 A
74 A

75 A

(a) Rgtot = 0.3 Ω

(a) Rgtot = 1 Ω

(a) Rgtot = 3 Ω

Fig. 4-12. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package layout
of module B shown in Fig. 4-9 by using the power stage in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE model of the module
in Fig. 4-11 when Rgtotal is (a) 0.3 Ω, (b) 1 Ω, and (c) 3 Ω.

Cross-turn-ons are noticed in all three cases in Fig. 4-12(a), (b), and (c). The peak cross-turnon current of M1-M6 is 4.1 A, 3.8 A, and 1.3 A, respectively, when the Rgtot is 0.3 Ω, 1 Ω, and 3
Ω. The cross-turn-on current is decreased with increasing Rgtot since the dvds/dt is decreased.
Whether there are cross-turn-on and current unbalance at different Rgtot for module B is
summarized in TABLE XI.
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TABLE XI. CROSS-TURN-ON AND CURRENT UNBALANCE FOR MODULE B AT DIFFERENT GATE
RESISTANCES
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

Cross-turn-on

Current unbalance

0.3

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Yes

The turn-on energy Eon, turn-off energy Eoff, and the total switching energy Etotal for module
B at different Rgtot are summarized in TABLE XII.
TABLE XII. SWITCHING ENERGY OF MODULE B
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (Ω)

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽)

𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽)

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽)

Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

0.3

1.316

3.579

4.895

1

1

1.724

4.437

6.161

1.26

3

3.68

6.803

10.483

2.14

The switching speed of module B increase if internal gate resistors (15 Ω for each MOSFET
die) are removed. The SPICE model of module B without internal gate resistors is still shown in
Fig. 4-11 but with the internal gate resistors removed. Simulated turn-on waveforms of module B
with internal gate resistors removed are shown in Fig. 4-13.
Cross-turn-ons are noticed in all three cases in Fig. 4-12(a), (b), and (c). The peak cross-turnon current of M1-M6 is 5 A, 4.4 A, and 3.8 A, respectively, when the Rgtot is 0.3 Ω, 1 Ω, and 3 Ω.
The cross-turn-on current is decreased with increasing Rgtot since the dvds/dt is decreased. Whether
there are cross-turn-on and current unbalance at different Rgtot for module B is summarized in in
TABLE XI.
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86 A

86 A
75 A

84 A
75 A

76 A

(a) Rgtot = 0.3 Ω

(b) Rgtot = 1 Ω

(c) Rgtot = 3 Ω

Fig. 4-13. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate the cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package
layout of module B shown in Fig. 4-9 by using the power stage in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE model of the
module in Fig. 4-11 with internal gate resistors removed when Rgtotal is (a) 0.3 Ω, (b) 1 Ω, and (c) 3 Ω.

Whether there are cross-turn-on and current unbalance at different Rgtot for module B without
internal gate resistors is summarized in TABLE XIII.
TABLE XIII. CROSS-TURN-ON AND CURRENT UNBALANCE FOR MODULE B WITHOUT INTERNAL GATE
RESISTORS AT DIFFERENT GATE RESISTANCES
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

Crosstalk

Current unbalance

0.3

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Yes

The turn-on energy Eon, turn-off energy Eoff, and the total switching energy Etotal for module
B without internal gate resistors at different 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 are summarized in TABLE XIV.
TABLE XIV. SWITCHING ENERGY OF MODULE B WITHOUT INTERNAL GATE RESISTORS
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (Ω)
0.3

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽) Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
0.696

1.229

1.925
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1

1

0.79

1.69

2.48

1.29

3

1.417

3.834

5.251

2.73

The switching energy increases as gate resistance Rg increases, as shown in TABLE XIV.
4.2.3

Layout and switching performance of module C

The package layout of module C is shown in Fig. 4-14. Parasitic inductances in both the power
loop and the gate-driving loop are not balanced. There is no external diode inside the module. M1–
M8 are the high-side dies and M9–M16 are the low-side dies. The Q3D model of the Rohm 180
A module is built and shown in Fig. 4-15.

Ceramic

G_LS S_LS

S_HS G_HS

46 mm

POS

OUT
up

M15
M16

M9
M10

M7
M8

M1
M2

NEG

OUT
Copper

Aluminum

122 mm

Fig. 4-14. Layout of module C.
Ceramic

OUT
up

G_LS S_LS

S_HS G_HS

46 mm

POS
M15
M16

M9
M10

M7
M8

OUT

M1
M2
8

Copper

Aluminum

NEG

122 mm

Fig. 4-15. Q3D model of module C based on the layout in Fig. 4-14; the extracted SPICE model is
shown in Fig. 4-16.
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Power stage in Fig. 4-4 is used to simulate module C and I1 is chosen to be 180 A, the current
rating of the module. The high-side switches M1–M8 should remain off and the low-side switches
M9–M16 will turn off or turn on depending on the driving signal. 𝑅𝑔 and 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 used in the
simulation are summarized in TABLE XV.
TABLE XV. VARIATION OF GATE RESISTANCE FOR MODULE C
N

8

𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

𝑅𝑔 (Ω)

0.3

2.4

1

8

3

24

The SPICE model of module C is extracted based on the Q3D model in Fig. 4-15 and is shown
in Fig. 4-16.
Turn-on and turn-off switching waveforms when 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is 0.3 Ω (𝑅𝑔 is 2.4 Ω) are shown in
Fig. 4-17. Self-turn-on are not observed during turn-off transient of low-side MOSFETs according
to Fig. 4-17(a). Crosstalk is noticed in Fig. 4-17(b). Peak currents of M1–M8 during turn-on
transient of low-side MOSFETs range from 17 A to 53 A.
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Unbalanced impedance

Fig. 4-16. Developed SPICE model of module C based on the Q3D model shown in Fig. 4-15.
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Simulated turn-on waveforms of module C are shown in Fig. 4-17. Cross-turn-ons are noticed
in all three cases in Fig. 4-12(a), (b), and (c). The peak cross-turn-on current of M1-M8 is 53 A,
38 A, and 22 A, respectively, when the Rgtot is 0.3 Ω, 1 Ω, and 3 Ω. The cross-turn-on current is
decreased with increasing Rgtot since the dvds/dt is decreased.

98 A
28 A
(a) Rgtot = 0.3 Ω

90 A

73 A

30 A

32 A

(b) Rgtot = 1 Ω

(c) Rgtot = 3 Ω

Fig. 4-17. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package layout
of module C shown in Fig. 4-14 by using the simulation circuit in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE model in Fig.
4-16 when Rgtotal is (a) 0.3 Ω, (b) 1 Ω, and (c) 3 Ω.

The current rating of module C is 180 A and there are eight MOSFET dies in parallel. Dc
current through each MOSFET die will be 22.5 A. This value is small compared with the dc current
of 50 A for each MOSFET die of module A and module B. The I1 in Fig. 4-4 is increased to 400
A so that each die in module C will also have dc current of 50 A for fair comparison. The simulation
result is shown in Fig. 4-18. Cross-turn-on can still be noticed.
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Fig. 4-18. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package layout
of module C shown in Fig. 4-14 by using the power stage in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE model of the module
in Fig. 4-16 when Rgtotal is 0.3 Ω; I1 in Fig. 4-4 equals to 400 A.

Whether there are cross-turn-on and current unbalance at different Rgtot for module C is
summarized in TABLE XVI.
TABLE XVI. CROSS-TURN-ON AND CURRENT UNBALANCE FOR MODULE C AT DIFFERENT GATE
RESISTANCES
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (Ω)

Cross-turn-on

Current unbalance

0.3

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Yes

The turn-on energy Eon, turn-off energy Eoff, and the total switching energy Etotal for module
C at different 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 are summarized in TABLE XVII. The switching energy increases as gate
resistance increases.
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TABLE XVII. SWITCHING ENERGY OF MODULE C
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽) Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

0.3

0.509

0.408

0.917

1

1

0.616

0.923

1.539

1.68

3

1.402

2.586

3.988

4.35

The turn-on energy Eon, turn-off energy Eoff, and the total switching energy Etotal for module
C at different 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 when the current through each MOSFET die is ideally 50 A are summarized
in TABLE XVIII.
TABLE XVIII. SWITCHING ENERGY FOR MODULE C WHEN THE CURRENT THROUGH EACH MOSFET
DIE IS IDEALLY 50 A
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (Ω)

4.2.4

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽) Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

0.3

0.566

5.115

5.681

1

1

0.73

7.024

7.754

1.36

3

1.933

11.719

13.652

2.4

Layout and switching performance of module D

The package layout of module D is shown in Fig. 4-19. M1-M5 are the high-side MOSFETs
and M6-M10 are the low-side MOSFETs. The parasitic inductances of the power loop and gatedriving loop are not balanced. The external diode is anti-paralleled with the MOSFET. Better
switching behavior could be expected compared with the module C because of the added external
diode.
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Fig. 4-19. Layout of module D.
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OUTdown

NEG
Aluminum

Copper

122 mm

Fig. 4-20. Q3D model of module D based on the layout shown in Fig. 4-19; the extracted SPICE model
is shown in Fig. 4-21.

Power stage in Fig. 4-4 is used to simulate module D and I1 is chosen to be 120 A, the current
rating of the module. The SPICE model of module D is extracted based on Q3D model in Fig. 4-20
and is shown in Fig. 4-21. The high-side MOSFETs M1–M5 should remain off and low-side
MOSFETs M6–M10 will turn off or turn on according to the gate signal. 𝑅𝑔 and 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 used in the
simulation are summarized in TABLE XIX.
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TABLE XIX. VARIATION OF GATE RESISTANCE FOR MODULE D
Number of MOSFET dies for low side

5

𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

𝑅𝑔 (Ω)

0.3

1.5

1

5

3

15

Fig. 4-21. Developed SPICE model of module D based on the Q3D model shown in Fig. 4-20.

The simulated turn-on waveforms of module C are shown in Fig. 4-22. Cross-turn-ons are
noticed in all three cases in Fig. 4-12(a), (b), and (c). The peak cross-turn-on current of M1-M5 is
14 A, 4.5 A, and 1.3 A, respectively, when the Rgtot is 0.3 Ω, 1 Ω, and 3 Ω. The cross-turn-on
current is decreased with increasing Rgtot since the dvds/dt is decreased.
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80 A

92 A

100 A
23 A
(a) Rgtot = 0.3 Ω

30 A

26 A
(b) Rgtot = 1 Ω

(c) Rgtot = 3 Ω

Fig. 4-22. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package layout
of Rohm 120 A module shown in Fig. 4-19 by using the power stage in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE model
of the module in Fig. 4-21 when Rgtotal is (a) 0.3 Ω, (b) 1 Ω, and (c) 3 Ω.

The current rating of module D is 120 A and there are five dies in parallel. Thus, dc current
through each MOSFET die will be 24 A. This value is small compared with the dc current of 50
A for each MOSFET die of module A and module B. The I1 in Fig. 4-4 is increased to 250 A so
that each die in module D will also have dc current of 50 A for fair comparison. The simulation
result is shown in Fig. 4-23. Peak cross-turn-on current is 14 A.
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Fig. 4-23. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package layout
of module D shown in Fig. 4-19 by using the power stage in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE model of the module
in Fig. 4-21 when Rgtotal is 3 Ω. I1 in Fig. 4-4 is 250 A.

For module D, whether there are cross-turn-on and current unbalance at different 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 is
summarized in TABLE XX.
TABLE XX. CROSS-TURN-ON AND CURRENT UNBALANCE FOR MODULE D AT DIFFERENT GATE
RESISTANCES
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

Cross-turn-on

Current unbalance

0.3

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Yes

The turn-on energy Eon, turn-off energy Eoff, and the total switching energy Etotal for module
D at different 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 are summarized in TABLE XXI.
TABLE XXI. SWITCHING ENERGY OF MODULE D
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (Ω)

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽) Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
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0.3

0.387

0.026

0.413

1

1

0.42

0.127

0.547

1.32

3

0.616

0.63

1.246

3.02

The Eon, Eoff, and Etotal for the Rohm 120 A module at different 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 when current through
each MOSFET die is 50 A are summarized in TABLE XXII.
TABLE XXII. SWITCHING ENERGY OF MODULE D WHEN CURRENT THROUGH EACH MOSFET DIE IS 50
A
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (Ω)

4.2.5

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽) Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

0.3

0.419

1.057

1.476

1

1

0.464

2.19

2.654

1.8

3

0.749

3.94

4.689

3.18

Layout and switching performance of module E

A clustering concept was used in module E shown in Fig. 4-24 to deal with the current
unbalance among paralleled dies. Twelve MOSFETs are paralleled to increase the current rating
of the module to 360 A. They are divided into six clusters with each cluster containing two
balanced loops.

Phase leg unit
64 mm

POS1

POS2

POS3

OUT1

OUT2

OUT3

Ceramic
Copper
Aluminum

NEG1

NEG2

124 mm

Fig. 4-24. Layout of the module E.
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NEG3

Each cluster is locally decoupled by a capacitor. The parasitic inductances in the power loop
and the gate-drive loop are perfectly balanced; however, the six POS, OUT, or NEG terminals are
not connected inside the module and need to be connected outside. The terminals are connected
with external circuit symmetrically by using wires of the same length. The symmetrical layout
leads to longer power loop and gate-drive loop, which could be a concern for the switching
performance of the module. This will be evaluated later by simulation. The Q3D model of module
E is shown in Fig. 4-25.
64 mm

Copper

POS1

D1

POS2

D4

D2 D3
G1b

G1a
M1

M2

M3

S1a

M4
S1b

OUT1
D1
D1 D1
G2b6
G2a 4
5
M1
M1 M1
M1
3
4
5
S2b6
S2a
D13

NEG1

POS3

D5

D
D
D
G1c 6
7 G1d 8
M
M5
M6 M
7 S1d 8
S1c
OUT2

D
D10 D11
D12
G1f
9 G1e
M9
M1 M1
M1
1 S1f2
S1e 0
OUT3

D1
D18 D1
D20 D2
D22 D23
D24
G2f
7 G2c
9 G2d
1 G2e
M2 M21 M2 M2
M1 M1
M1
M2
9 S2d 0
7 S2c 8
2
3
S2f 4
S2e
Aluminum
NEG2

NEG3

124 mm

Fig. 4-25. Developed Q3D model of the module E shown in Fig. 4-24; the extracted SPICE model is
shown in Fig. 4-27.

Tree-branch-type gate wiring is used to balance the gate-loop inductances for each MOSFET.
This method is discussed in [94] and shown in Fig. 4-26.
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External gate resistance

Tree-type wiring

64 mm

124 mm

Fig. 4-26. Tree-type gate wiring for module E shown in Fig. 4-24.

The power stage in Fig. 4-4 is used to simulate module E and I1 is chosen to be 360 A, the
current rating of the module. The high-side switches M1–M12 should remain off and the low-side
switches M13–M24 will turn off or turn on depending on the driving signal. 𝑅𝑔 and 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 used in
the simulation are summarized in TABLE XXIII.
TABLE XXIII. VARIATION OF GATE RESISTANCE FOR MODULE E
N

12

𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

𝑅𝑔 (Ω)

0.3

3.6

1

12

3

36

The SPICE model of module E is extracted based on the Q3D model in Fig. 4-25 and is shown
in Fig. 4-27.
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Tree-type-gate wiring

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Cluster 6

Same power-loop inductance
for each die

Tree-type-gate wiring

Fig. 4-27. Developed SPICE model of module E based on the Q3D model shown in Fig. 4-25 and treebrand-type gate wiring in Fig. 4-26.

Turn-on waveforms when Rgtot is 0.3 Ω are shown in Fig. 4-28. No cross-turn-on or current
unbalance is observed. This remains the same when Rgtot is 1 Ω or 3 Ω.

Fig. 4-28. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package
layout of module E shown in Fig. 4-24 by using the power stage in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE model of
the module in Fig. 4-27 when Rgtotal is 0.3 Ω.

There are twelve MOSFET dies in parallel for module E rated at 360 A. Dc current through
each MOSFET die is 30 A. This value is small compared with the dc current of 50 A for each
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MOSFET die of the module A and module B. The load current I1 shown in Fig. 4-4 is then
increased to 600 A. The simulation results when load current is 600 A is shown in Fig. 4-29. No
cross-turn-on or current unbalance is observed. The switching performances of module E at
different Rgtot are summarized in TABLE XXIV.

Fig. 4-29. Turn-on waveforms to evaluate cross-turn-on and current unbalance due to the package layout
of Toshiba 360 A module shown in Fig. 4-24 by using the simulation circuit in Fig. 4-4 and the SPICE
model in Fig. 4-27 when Rgtotal is 0.3 Ω. I1 in Fig. 4-4 is 600 A.
TABLE XXIV. CROSS-TURN-ON AND CURRENT UNBALANCE FOR MODULE E AT DIFFERENT GATE
RESISTANCES
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

Cross-turn-on

Current unbalance

0.3

No

No

1

No

No

3

No

No

The turn-on energy Eon, turn-off energy Eoff, and the total switching energy Etotal for module
E at different Rgtot are summarized in TABLE XXV.
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TABLE XXV. SWITCHING ENERGY OF MODULE E
𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 (Ω)

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽) Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

0.3

4.315

1.005

5.32

1

1

6.378

4.022

10.4

1.95

3

14.277

13.8

28.077

5.28

The turn-on energy Eon, turn-off energy Eoff, and the total switching energy Etotal for module
E at different 𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡 when the current through each MOSFET die is 50 A are summarized in
TABLE XXVI.
TABLE XXVI. SWITCHING ENERGY OF MODULE E WHEN CURRENT THROUGH EACH MOSFET DIE IS 50
A
𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 (𝑚𝐽) 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝐽) Normalized 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑅𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (Ω)

𝐸𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝐽)

0.3

5.929

3.701

9.63

1

1

9.709

9.345

19.054

1.98

2.67

22.817

23.624

46.441

4.82

4.3 Influence of Layout Symmetry on Immunity to Cross-Turn-On for
Paralleled SiC MOSFETs
The distribution of parasitic impedances impacts the distribution of current, thus,
susceptibility to cross-turn-ons. Two commercial power modules with distinctly different package
layouts (“asymmetrical” and “symmetrical” modules) are selected to evaluate how the layout
symmetry impacts the cross-turn-ons. They are simulated with the double-pulse tester shown in
Fig. 4-30. The asymmetrical layout is shown in Fig. 4-16 and the symmetrical layout is shown in
Fig. 4-27. The nominal simulation condition is shown in TABLE XXVII.
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TABLE XXVII. NOMINAL SIMULATION CONDITION
Input voltage

Load current

800 V

Low-side gate

High-side gate

resistance per switch

resistance per die

2.5 Ω

300 A

0.5 μH 5 nH

2.5 Ω

5 nH
POS

16 nH 0.3 nH

Iload 0.8 Ω 3 nH

750 μH 1 μH

VH = -5 V
3 nH

600 V

120 mΩ 1 mΩ

20 V

0.8 Ω 3 nH
3 nH

-5 V
0.5 μH 5 nH

Ls = 5 nH

G_HS
S_HS
OUT
G_LS
S_LS
NEG

Fig. 4-30. Simulation schematic of the power stage.

Identical “clusters” can be identified for the symmetrical layout, but not for the asymmetrical
layout. Each cluster is defined by the blue shaded region enclosing two switches and the associated
drain and source impedances in Fig. 4-27. The same die model [95] is used for a fair comparison
of both layouts. The load current is set at 300 A. The 0.8 Ω resistance in the gate-drive loop
represents the output impedance of the gate driver. One gate driver is used to drive all the
MOSFETs in each module. Gate resistor is added inside the module for each die to avoid
oscillation.
Stray inductances in the power loops of the symmetrical module in Fig. 4-27 are balanced by
equalizing parasitics for each cluster. Tree-branch-type gate wiring is used to balance the gate
inductances for the dies; however, power-loop and gate-loop inductances have to be increased to
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achieve a symmetrical layout for the bond-wire modules. The simulated channel currents of the
low-side switches are balanced as they turn on according to Fig. 4-31(b).
180 A

180 A
160 A

120 A

120 A

60 A

60 A

106 A

56 A
0A
50 μs

0A
50.1 μs

50.2 μs

50.3 μs 50 μs

(a) Asymmetrical module

50.1 μs

50.2 μs

50.3 μs

(a) Symmetrical module

Fig. 4-31. Channel-current waveforms for the low-side MOSFETs of (a) asymmetrical module in
Fig. 4-16 and (b) symmetrical module in Fig. 4-27 at the nominal condition listed in TABLE XXVII.

The SPICE model of the asymmetrical module comprises the components outside the red
shaded region in Fig. 4-16. The numbers of paralleled dies of the asymmetrical and symmetrical
modules are kept to be the same (six dies per module) for fair comparison. The power-loop
impedances are not balanced, e.g., M5 has more drain impedance than M1 does. The turn-on
transient currents of the low-side switches are thus unbalanced as shown by the waveforms of the
channel currents in Fig. 4-31(a). The non-uniform distribution of peak currents could have adverse
consequences. The remainder of this section quantifies the impact of the layout symmetry on crossturn-on current and switching energy since a tradeoff usually exists between them.
The cross-turn-on currents (high-side channel currents) of the paralleled dies in asymmetrical
and symmetrical modules at nominal condition are shown in Fig. 4-32. The peak cross-turn-on
current of the symmetrical module is 84% lower than that of the asymmetrical module. The die
with the smallest impedance would withstand the highest current stress for the asymmetrical
module.
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240 A

240 A

160 A

160 A

210 A
Channel current
from M1 to M6

80 A
0A
50 μs

50.1 μs

50.2 μs

33 A

80 A
0A
50 μs

50.3 μs

(a) Asymmetrical module

50.1 μs

50.2 μs

50.3 μs

(a) Symmetrical module

Fig. 4-32. High-side channel-current waveforms of (a) asymmetrical module in Fig. 4-16 and (b)
symmetrical module in Fig. 4-27 at the nominal condition.

The terminal currents of the asymmetrical and symmetrical modules measured from Ls in Fig.
4-30 at nominal condition are shown in Fig. 4-33. The terminal waveform of the asymmetrical
module shown in Fig. 4-33(a) looks normal even though severe cross-turn-on currents are noticed
in the channel, as shown in Fig. 4-32(a). The benign and normal terminal waveform cannot
guarantee no severe internal cross-turn-ons in the channel.
660 A
480 A
300 A
120 A
-60 A
50 μs

660 A
632 A
480 A
300 A 33 A
120 A
-60 A
50 μs
50.1 μs
50.2 μs
50.3 μs
50.1 μs
50.2 μs 50.3 μs
(a) Asymmetrical module
(a) Symmetrical module
580 A

Fig. 4-33. Terminal-current waveforms of (a) asymmetrical module in Fig. 4-16 and (b) symmetrical
module in Fig. 4-27 at the nominal condition.

The normalized peak cross-turn-on currents IcrossN, high-side switching energy EhighsideN, and
total switching energy EtotalN of the symmetrical and asymmetrical modules are compared in Fig.
4-34, Fig. 4-35, and Fig. 4-36, respectively, as the normalized input voltage VinN, low-side gate
resistance RglowN, and load current IloadN vary.
The parameters are calculated according to
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I cross
N  I ref

I crossN 

EhighsideN 

EtotalN 

Ehighside

(18)

N  Ereft

Etotal
N  Ereft

VinN 

(17)

Vin
Vreft

RglowN 

Rglow

I loadN 

I load
I reft

(19)

(20)

(21)

Rref

(22)

where N is the number of paralleled dies; Ireft is 50 A, which is the steady-state on-current of each
die; Ereft is 0.8465 mJ; Vref is 800 V; Rref is 25 Ω; Iref is 60 A; the Vin, Rglow, and Iload range from
200 V to 800 V, from 2.5 Ω to 25 Ω, and from 10 A to 60 A, respectively.
As VinN, RglowN, or IloadN is varied, the peak cross-turn-on current of the asymmetrical module
is much larger than that of the symmetrical module, as is evident in Fig. 4-34(a), (b), and (c).
Cross-turn-on currents are greatly reduced by the symmetrical layout. Large cross-turn-on current
is generated in the asymmetrical module since the die with the smallest impedance attracts more
dv/dt-induced current. This leads to large current stress and extra losses, thus decreasing reliability.
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Symmetrical
IcrossN
1

Asymmetrical

0.75
0.5
0.25
0

0.75

0.75
0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

0

0

VinN

(a)
IcrossN
1

IcrossN
1

0.25

0.5
(b)

0.75

1

RglowN 0

0

0.5
(c)

0.25

0.75

1

IloadN

Fig. 4-34. Normalized figure of peak cross-turn-on current IcrossN versus (a) VinN, (b) RglowN, and (c) IloadN
parametric with layout symmetry obtained by simulating Fig. 4-30 and the extracted SPICE models in
Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-27 when high-side gate resistance is 2.5 Ω.

As RglowN or IloadN is varied, the normalized high-side switching energy EhighsideN of the
symmetrical module is lower than that of the asymmetrical module, as is evident in Fig. 4-35. This
is consistent with the trends for normalized cross-turn-on currents in Fig. 4-34 since higher crossturn-on currents induce more loss. The EhighsideN of the asymmetrical module is larger than that of
the symmetrical module when VinN is above 600 V since high voltage increases the cross-turn-on
current in the asymmetrical module.
EhighsideN
Asymmetrical, RglowN
Symmetrical, RglowN
Symmetrical, IloadN
Symmetrical, VinN

Asymmetrical, IloadN

Asymmetrical, VinN
VinN (RglowN or IloadN)
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Fig. 4-35. Normalized figure of high-side switching energy EhighsideN versus (a) VinN, (b) RglowN, and (c)
IloadN parametric with layout symmetry obtained by simulating Fig. 4-30 and the extracted SPICE models
in Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-27 when high-side gate resistance is 2.5 Ω.

As VinN, RglowN, or IloadN is varied, the normalized total switching energy of the symmetrical
module is no greater than that of the asymmetrical module, as is evident in Fig. 4-36. The extra
parasitic inductances required to achieve symmetrical layout causes more low-side switching
energy. In this case, the symmetrical layout is still recommended because the current stress caused
by cross-turn-on is much smaller in the symmetrical module than in the asymmetrical module. The
advantage of the symmetrical layout over the asymmetrical layout would be larger if the layout
inductances can be reduced, e.g., by planar bonds [96].
EtotalN/1.5 (for VinN)
EtotalN/3 (for RglowN)
EtotalN/2 (for IloadN)
Asymmetrical, RglowN
Symmetrical, RglowN

Symmetrical, IloadN
Asymmetrical, VinN

Asymmetrical, IloadN
Symmetrical, VinN
VinN (RglowN or IloadN)

Fig. 4-36. Normalized figure of total switching energy EtotalN versus (a) VinN, (b) RglowN, and (c) IloadN
parametric with layout symmetry obtained by simulating Fig. 4-30 and the extracted SPICE models in
Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-27 when high-side gate resistance is 2.5 Ω.

4.4 Summary
Five commercial modules are modeled, simulated, and compared. Asymmetrical and
symmetrical modules following commercial layouts are tested by a double pulse tester. The peak
cross-turn-on currents, high-side switching energy, and total switching energy corresponding to
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different input voltages (from 200 V to 800 V), low-side gate resistances (from 2.5 Ω to 25 Ω),
and load currents (from 60 A to 360 A) are normalized for comparison. The peak cross-turn-on
current of the symmetrical module is 84% lower than that of the asymmetrical module at nominal
condition. High-side switching energy of the asymmetrical module is larger than that of the
symmetrical one since extra losses are generated by induced cross-turn-ons. A longer power-loop
and gate-drive loop are required to achieve the symmetrical layout for more than two dies in
parallel. This increases the low-side switching energy of the symmetrical module. The total
switching energies of the two modules are similar. In this case, symmetrical layout is still
recommended. The current stress caused by cross-turn-on is much smaller in the symmetrical
module than in the asymmetrical module and chances to have shoot-through between the high side
and the low side are reduced.
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Chapter 5

Current Unbalance among Paralleled SiC
MOSFETs

Nomenclature
Id(Mstrong)

Drain current of Mstrong

Id(Mweak)

Drain current of Mweak

Lcm

Common-source inductance

Mweak

MOSFET with larger Vth

Mstrong

MOSFET with smaller Vth

Rg

Gate resistance

Tj

Junction temperature

Tc

Case temperature

vgs

Gate-to-source voltage

Vth

Threshold voltage

Vthave

Average threshold voltage

Vthmax

Maximum threshold voltage

Vthmin

Minimum threshold voltage

Vthvar

Variation in threshold voltage

∆Id

Difference in drain currents of Mweak and Mstrong
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5.1 Introduction
MOSFETs are paralleled because of three reasons: requirement for a high-current rating, low
conduction loss, and low junction temperature. The single switch in a TO247 package and a
module of paralleled SiC MOSFETs are shown in Fig. 5-1(a) and (b), respectively. Commonsource inductance Lcm, which is the parasitic inductance shared by the driving loop and power loop,
is in the packaged single device but not in most of the commercial SiC power modules because
Kelvin-source connections are applied.
122 mm

36 mm

46 mm

15 mm

Eight dies in parallel

(b)

(a)

Fig. 5-1. (a) Single switch in TO247 package and (b) paralleled switches in a module.

Both packages are widely used in industry. The current unbalance induced by thresholdvoltage mismatch among paralleled switches with common-source inductance is discussed in
Section 5.2.

Those without common-source inductance (e.g., module with Kelvin-source

connection applied in Fig. 5-1(b)) are discussed in Section 5.3. How the gate resistance influences
current unbalance of the two packages in the opposite way is introduced in Section 5.4. Section
5.5 summarizes this chapter.
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5.2 Current Unbalance among Paralleled Switches with Common-Source
Inductance
5.2.1

Threshold voltage mismatch among paralleled SiC MOSFETs

The threshold-voltage Vth mismatch has been reported in [97]. Characterization of the Vth
mismatch is conducted again in this work to quantify the severity of the problem. Threshold
voltage of twenty SiC MOSFET dies C2M0160120D [98] with the ratings of 1.2 kV and 19 A
were measured by the power analyzer B1505A. The results are shown in Fig. 5-2.
Vth, V
Max Vth = 3 V

Min Vth = 2.15 V

MOSFET No.

Fig. 5-2. Threshold voltage Vth measurement of twenty 1.2 kV SiC MOSFETs C2M0160120D [98]. The
measured MOSFET is in the TO247 package shown in Fig. 5-1(a); the MOSEFT with Vth of 2.15 V is
named Mstrong and the one with Vth of 3 V is called Mweak; both are used in the schematics, simulations,
and experiments in the rest of this section.

The maximum threshold voltage Vthamx is 3 V and the minimum threshold voltage Vthmin is
2.15 V. The average threshold voltage Vthave and the threshold voltage variation Vthvar are
calculated by:

Vthave =

𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 2.575 V
2
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Vthvar =

𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛
∙ 100% = 33%
𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒

The Vth variation is calculated to be 33%. This is higher than the value reported in [97].
Mismatch in Vth will lead to unbalance turn-on currents and switching energies. This is simulated
and verified by experiments in the next two sub-sections.
The existing methods to balance the transient switching currents are divided into two
categories: passive compensation and active compensation. One example of passive compensation
is to balance currents by controlling dynamic gate resistance [23]. Its schematic is shown in Fig.
5-5. Currents are measured by sensing the voltage across the resistors. Each die is controlled
independently and the gate resistance of the die with lower current is reduced so that the currents
can be balanced; however, this method requires additional sensors, feedback circuit, and more than
one drivers when multi-dies are in parallel.

Fig. 5-3. Schematic for dynamic gate resistance control in [23].

An active current-balancing scheme is discussed in [24] and shown in Fig. 5-6. Current
transformer is used as the sensor to measure the current difference and determine the polarity of
the threshold voltage mismatch. The controller then increases the delay time for the switch with
higher transient turn-on current so that two currents are equal. This method is effective to balance
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the currents but still requires additional sensors, feedback circuit, and more than one drivers when
multi-dies are in parallel.

Fig. 5-4. Schematic for the active balancing in [24].

5.2.2

Simulated current unbalance among paralleled SiC MOSFETs

The double-pulse-tester (DPT) is commonly used to characterize turn-on and turn-off
transients of a switch. An ideal DPT schematic without any parasitic inductances is shown in Fig.
5-5.

I

D

Vin
Ld
Rg

Ld

Mstrong

Mweak

Lg

Lg
Lcm

Vdr
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Lcm

Fig. 5-5. Schematic of an ideal double-pulse tester; Mstrong and Mweak are the MOSFETs in TO247
packages shown in Fig. 5-1(a) with the smallest threshold voltage and with the highest threshold voltage,
respectively; their threshold voltages are measured and shown in Fig. 5-2; the parasitic inductances Ld,
Lg, and Lcm are from the package.

The MOSFETs are driven by a square wave from -5 V to 20 V. Simulation is used to
investigate the current unbalance between two paralleled dies with threshold voltage mismatch.

46 mm

218 mm
Mstrong
POS(
+)

Mstrong
POS(+)

NEG(-)

NEG(-)

Mweak Driver

Mweak Driver

(a) Current flowing path in the top layer

(b) Current flowing path in the bottom layer

Fig. 5-6. Current flowing path in the (a) top layer and (b) bottom layer of the designed symmetrical layout
for the double-pulse tester. The schematic is shown in Fig. 5-5. The Q3D modeler and the fabricated
board based on this layout are shown in Fig. 5-7 and Fig. 5-12, respectively.

A layout drawn in Altium Designer based on the DPT in Fig. 5-5 is shown in Fig. 5-6. The
red area and blue area represent the top layer and the bottom layer, respectively. The two
MOSFETs Mstrong with the smaller threshold voltage of 2.15 V and Mweak with the larger threshold
voltage of 3 V in parallel were placed to have symmetrical power loops so that the unbalanced
currents observed in the waveforms are caused only by the threshold voltage mismatch. The Q3D
Extractor 2014 was utilized to extract the parasitic inductances of the layout. The Q3D model of
the layout in Fig. 5-6 is shown in Fig. 5-7. The extracted SPICE model of the DPT is shown in Fig.
5-8.
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46 mm POS(+)

NEG(-)

218 mm

Fig. 5-7. Q3D modeler of the double-pulse tester based on the layout in Fig. 5-6; the parasitics are
extracted and shown in Fig. 5-8.
5.2 nH 47.3 nH 1 nH
POS
275 μH
594 μF

C4D20120D

530 nF

1.5 nH
24 nH

24 nH

6 nH
Mstrong
23.1 nH 15 nH

6 nH
Mweak
15 nH

20 nH
23.1 nH
20 V
9 nH
-5 V
6.5 nH

9 nH

200 V

55 mΩ 1 mΩ
30 nH
2.6 nH
NEG

0.5 nH
7 nH

Rg

40 nH

6.5 nH

32.4 nH

Fig. 5-8. Double-pulse tester with the extracted parasitics based on Fig. 5-7 for SPICE simulation.

The parameters in the SPICE models of the two switches used for experiments should be
adjusted to match the measured id-vgs curves.
The switch SPICE model from Wolfspeed considers the temperature influence. The
simulation guideline released by Wolfspeed recommends that the junction temperature terminal Tj
can be floating whereas the case temperature terminal Tc must be connected to either a voltage
source or a heat sink RC network; however, connecting Tj to a voltage source and leaving Tc
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floating, which is opposite from the recommended connection, is found to give better accuracy.
This makes sense since the junction temperature rather than case temperature will finally impact
the switching behavior of the MOSFET. The junction temperature is fixed to the room temperature
in simulation.

Mweak

Tc
20 V

V1

Tj

Tj

Mweak
25 V
V1

.dc V1 0 12 0.005
(a)

Tc
20 V

25 V

.dc V1 0 12 0.005
(b)

Fig. 5-9. Simulation schematic for Id – Vgs curves shown in Fig. 5-10 with (a) recommended connection
and (b) junction-tied connection.

The schematic to simulate the Id – Vgs curve with the connection recommended by the
guideline is shown in Fig. 5-9(a). Fig. 5-9 (b) shows the schematic with the junction-temperature
terminal connected to the 25 V voltage source and the case-temperature terminal floating.
The results from measurement, simulation with the recommended connection, simulation with
the junction-tied connection, and simulation with the junction-tied connection after turning the
parameters of the Mweak and Mstrong are shown in Fig. 5-10(a) and (b), respectively.
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Id, A

Id, A

Vgs, V

Vgs, V

(b) Id – Vgs curves for Mstrong

(a) Id – Vgs curves for Mweak

Fig. 5-10. Measured and simulated Id – Vgs curves of (a) Mweak and (b) Mstrong; the simulation is based on
the schematic in Fig. 5-9; the measurement results are obtained by Keysight power device analyzer
B1505A .

The simulation results with the junction-tied connection based on the schematic in Fig. 5-9
matches better with experimental results compared with the results simulated with the
recommended connection. The accuracy is improved after tuning the parameters in the SPICE
model of the switch with the junction-tied connection. Thus, the SPICE model with the tuned
parameters and the junction-tied connection are used to simulate the turn-on current unbalance.
The power stage for the simulation is shown in Fig. 5-8.
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id , A
14.9 A

id(Mstrong)

11.5 A

id(Mweak)
t
50 ns/div

Fig. 5-11. Simulated unbalanced currents based on Fig. 5-8 and the junction-tied connection shown in
Fig. 5-9(b); the results are compared with experimental results in Fig. 5-13; the input voltage is 300 V;
load current is 20 A; and gate resistance is 20 Ω.

5.2.3

Experimental validation of current unbalance and the developed SPICE model

The fabricated PCB based on the schematic in Fig. 5-8 and the layout in Fig. 5-6 is shown in
Fig. 5-12.

46 mm

Meas. id(Mweak) Meas. id(Mstrong)

POS

NEG

218 mm

Mstrong Mweak Driver board

Fig. 5-12. Fabricated DPT based on the schematic in Fig. 5-5 and the layout in Fig. 5-6.

The probes used for the measurement are summarized in TABLE XXVIII.
TABLE XXVIII. PROBES USED FOR MEASUREMENT
Types
Differential voltage probe
Split core current probe

Model

Dynamic
Range
THDP0200 1500 V
TCP0030A 30 A
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Bandwidth
200 MHz
120 MHz

Rise time
< 1.8 ns
< 2.92 ns

The experimental and simulated turn-on current waveforms when the gate resistance is 20 Ω
are shown in Fig. 5-13(a) and (b), respectively. The predicted current variation matches well with
the experimental results. In this case, the peak current difference is 27% when the two dies with
Vth mismatch are driven by the same gate signal.
id(Mstrong)
id, A
15.1 A

id(Mweak)
id, A

27% variation

30% variation
14.9 A

11.5 A

(a)

11 A

50 ns/div

t
(b)

50 ns/div

t

Fig. 5-13. Comparison between the (a) experimental results based on Fig. 5-12 and (b) simulation
results shown in Fig. 5-11.

The experimental and simulated currents at different gate resistances from 2.5 Ω to 20 Ω are
summarized in TABLE XXIX and TABLE XXX, respectively. The variations in current difference
are 20% and 27% when gate resistances are 5 Ω and 10 Ω, respectively. The difference between
the predicted current variation and the measured current variation is below 9% at various gate
resistances.
TABLE XXIX. MEASURED UNBALANCED CURRENT WHEN RG CHANGES
Rg, Ω Imax(Mstrong), A Imax(Mweak), A Variation
2.5
15.5
14.8
5%
5
15.3
12.5
20%
10
15.3
11.6
27%
20
14.9
11
30%
TABLE XXX. SIMULATED UNBALANCED CURRENT WITH JUNCTION-FIRST CONNECTION AND TUNED
SPICE MODEL WHEN RG CHANGES
Rg, Ω
2.5

Imax(Mstrong), A
16

Imax(Mweak), A
14
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Variation
13%

5
10
20

14.9
15.3
15.1

12.1
12.1
11.5

21%
23%
27%

The current variation is predicted to increase when gate resistance increases. This trend is the
same as the trend noticed from the experiment. The simulation can emulate the experiments within
a reasonable error range. In the following sub-sections, simulation is utilized to investigate how
the common-source inductance and gate resistance influence the current unbalance.

5.3 Current Unbalance among Paralleled SiC MOSFETs without CommonSource Inductance
The current unbalance among the paralleled discrete devices with common-source inductance
Lcm was well reported in [99]–[101]; however, no research papers discuss current unbalance among
the paralleled dies without Lcm. One possible reason for this lies in the difficulty in measuring the
current of each die.
The current unbalance among the paralleled dies without Lcm are studied by simulation and is
found to be much worse than the current unbalance among the packaged devices with Lcm when
the Vth mismatch is the same.
5.3.1

Simulated unbalanced currents without common-source inductance

The schematic with no parasitic inductances shown in Fig. 5-14(a) is used to demonstrate the
case without common-source inductance (CSI). This is to compare with the simulation results
obtained based on the schematic with only common-source inductance in Fig. 5-15(a) to highlight
the influence of common-source inductance on current unbalance.
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Iload = 20 A

id, A

id(Mweak) id(Mstrong)

50 ns/div
(a) Simulation schematic

t

(b) Simulation results

Fig. 5-14. (a) Simulation schematic for current unbalance when there is no common-source inductance
and (b) simulation results based on (a).

The simulated unbalanced currents when there is no common-source inductance is shown in
Fig. 5-14(b). Large unbalanced currents are noticed in the waveforms.
5.3.2

Comparison of the simulated current unbalances for the cases with and without
common-source inductance

The schematic for the same two paralleled dies with only common-source inductances are
shown in Fig. 5-15(a). The simulated unbalanced currents are shown in Fig. 5-15(b). The current
unbalance with common-source inductance is much smaller than that of the case without commonsource inductance when the dies and the operating conditions are the same. This indicates that the
current unbalance in the module where there is usually no common-source inductance should be
much worse than the current unbalanced with the packaged devices reported in [97].
Iload = 20 A

id, A

id(Mstrong) id(Mstrong)

t
50 ns/div
(b) Simulation results

(a) Simulation schematic
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Fig. 5-15. (a) Simulation schematic for current unbalance when only common-source inductance Lcm
exists and (b) simulation results based on (a).

5.4 Influence of Gate Resistance on Current Unbalance
The gate resistance Rg impacts the switching speed of the MOSFET and thus the current
unbalance among the paralleled MOSFETs. How the current unbalance changes with gate
resistance for the cases with and without common-source inductance is discussed in this section.
5.4.1

Influence of gate resistance on current unbalance for the case without commonsource inductance

The simulation schematic is shown in Fig. 5-14(a). The simulated current difference among
the two paralleled MOSFETs Id(Mstrong) – Id(Mweak) when the gate resistance Rg changes from 0 Ω
to 20 Ω is shown in Fig. 5-16. The circuit operates at input voltage of 300 V and load current of
20 A.
id(Mstrong) – id(Mweak), A
0Ω
5Ω

10 Ω

20 Ω

t

50 ns/div

Fig. 5-16. Simulated current unbalance when gate resistance Rg changes from 0 Ω to 20 Ω for the case
without common-source inductance; the schematic is shown in Fig. 5-14.

As shown in Fig. 5-16, the current unbalance increases when the gate resistance decreases and
the value is more than two times the dc current of the switch when Rg equals to 0 Ω. The trend for
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module design is to apply Kelvin-source connection and create ultra-low-inductance layout. The
severe unbalanced currents associated with using a small gate resistance and wide-band-gap
devices are expected and need to be mitigated for a reliable design.
5.4.2

Influence of gate resistance on current unbalance for the case with commonsource inductance

The simulation schematic when gate resistance changes for the case with common-source
inductance is shown in Fig. 5-15 (a). The simulated current unbalances are shown in Fig. 5-17
when gate resistance varies from 0 Ω to 20 Ω.
id(Mstrong) – id(Mweak), A
20 Ω
10 Ω
5Ω
0Ω

50 ns/div

t

Fig. 5-17. Simulated current unbalance when gate resistance Rg changes from 0 Ω to 20 Ω for the case
with common-source inductance; the schematic is shown in Fig. 5-15.

The current unbalance decreases when the gate resistance increases for the case with commonsource inductance. The peak current unbalance for the case without common-source inductance,
which is 20 A, is four times of that for the case with common-source inductance when the gate
resistance is 0 Ω.
The comparisons of the current unbalance and current unbalance percentage between the two
cases as the gate resistance varies are summarized in Fig. 5-18(a) and (b), respectively. The current
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difference ∆Id is calculated by ∆Id = Id(Mstrong) - Id(Mweak), where Id(Mstrong) is the peak current of
Mstrong and Id(Mweak) is the peak current of Mweak. The current difference in percentage ∆Id is
calculated by ∆Id / (Id(Mstrong) + Id(Mweak)) / 2.
∆Id, A

180%

∆Id in percentage
Without parasitics

Without parasitics

120%
With only Lcm
60%

With only Lcm

Rg, Ω

Rg, Ω

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-18. Simulated (a) current unbalance and (b) current unbalance in percentage when gate resistance
Rg changes from 0 Ω to 20 Ω for the cases with and without common-source inductance; the schematics
are shown in Fig. 5-14 and Fig. 5-15.

Common-source inductance helps reduce the unbalanced currents for paralleled SiC
MOSFETs with Vth mismatch especially when a small gate resistance is used.
The reduction of current unbalance with decreasing Rg is: currents through the commonsource inductances Lcm increase and the voltages induced across the inductances VLcm increase
when the two MOSFETs turn on, reducing gate-to-source voltage Vgs. Smaller Rg leads to higher
di/dt of Mstrong before vgs of Mweak reaches the threshold voltage. This gives stronger compensation
on Mstrong and reduced current unbalance.

5.5 Summary
Current unbalances among paralleled switches with and without common-source inductance
are characterized. The threshold voltage mismatch among 20 SiC MOSFETs is 33%. A peak–
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current variation of 20% is noticed from experiments by using two discrete SiC MOSFETs
operating at 400 V and 20 A. Common-source inductance is usually recognized as undesirable
since it increases the switching time and the chances of having false turn-on, however, it can be
helpful for current balancing among paralleled dies especially for fast-switching applications.
Current unbalance increases when the gate resistance decreases for the paralleled dies without
common-source inductance. Severe unbalanced currents associated with using small gate
resistance and wide-band-gap devices will be expected and need to be mitigated for a reliable
design of a power module.
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Chapter 6

Synthesis of the Integrated Die-Sized Coupled

Inductors for Current Balancing of Paralleled SiC
MOSFETs
Nomenclature
A

Cross-sectional area of the conductor

h

Thickness of the insulation layer between windings

I

Dc current flowing through the conductor

id

Drain current

Iload

Load current

k

Coupling coefficient

Ls

Self-inductance

Rks

Resistance of drive-source resistor

Rgtot

Total resistance of the driving loop

tr

Current rising time from zero to the peak

Vin

Input voltage

vds

Drain-to-source voltage

Vth

Threshold voltage

w

Width of the inductor winding

∆Ipeak

Difference in peak currents
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6.1 Introduction
The intent of this chapter is to solve the current unbalance of paralleled SiC MOSFETs
characterized in the previous chapter.
Threshold voltage (Vth) mismatch exists within a module of paralleled SiC MOSFET dies [97].
This leads to unbalanced transient peak currents and switching energies, thus degrading reliability
[102]–[106]. Methods such as gate-resistance [107] and delay-time controls [108]–[110] were used
to balance the transient currents. They require additional feedback circuits, current sensors, and
number of gate drivers that equal the quantity of dies in parallel to separately control each die and
compensate for the Vth mismatch. The state-of-the-art solution that achieves current balancing with
one gate driver and no additional current sensors or control circuit adds drive-source resistors and
coupled inductors to the power source of the paralleled dies. Concept validation using discrete SiC
MOSFETs in TO-247 package and air-core coupled inductors was given in [111].
Air-core inductors are good for the discrete design but not suitable to be integrated into the
power module. This is a result of the limited space at the power source and the coil-induced
unconfined flux which may interfere with the adjacent circuits. Magnetic integration is required to
replace the air-core design [112]–[116] to minimize size [117]–[122] and confine the flux within
the magnetic core.
The silicon (Si) or SiC dies in most commercial power modules are interconnected by bond
wires and aligned close to each other. A schematic for a baseline module of paralleled SiC
MOSFETs following commercial practice is shown in Fig. 6-1(a). The top view and 3D view of
the layout are shown in Fig. 6-1(b) and (c), respectively. The materials and thicknesses for the
components of the module are shown in TABLE XXXI.
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TABLE XXXI. MATERIALS AND THICKNESSES FOR THE COMPONENTS OF THE BASELINE MODULE
SHOWN IN FIG. 6-1
Component

Substrate

Bond wire

Lead frame

Material

Copper-alumina-copper

Aluminum Copper

SiC

Thickness

Copper: 0.3 mm
0.254 mm

0.18 mm

(diameter)

Alumina: 0.67 mm

0.27 mm

MOSFET die

A drive (kelvin)-source terminal is applied in the baseline module to eliminate the commonsource inductance. The MOSFETs are soldered to the drain trace of the substrate and connected
with the drive-source, gate, and power-source traces through bond wires. Since there is only one
layer of copper on the substrates usable for creation of the electrical path, this hinders the design
of the integrated coupled inductors with inverse coupling. Also, the coupling coefficient is desired
to be as high as possible for minimum voltage stress during turn-off transient. To balance the
currents during switching transient for SiC MOSFETs, the coupled inductors are required to
operate with tens of nH at tens of MHz. Thus, the desirable features of integrated coupled inductors
are: small size comparable to the die, easy fabrication process compatible with wire-bonding and
reflow technologies, high current rating at tens of Amperes, coupling coefficient close to -1, and
tens of nH operating at tens of MHz.
32 mm
Drive source
Gate

Drain

Bond wire

Gate
MOSFET die

Drain

Drive source
Power source

Power source
Substrate
Lead frame

(a) Schematic

(b) Top view
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(c) 3D view

Fig. 6-1. (a) Schematic, (b) top view, and (c) 3D view for the layouts of the baseline module following
commercial practice; the fabricated module is shown in Fig. 6-13(a); the materials and thicknesses of the
components are listed in TABLE XXXI.

Magnetic integration is classified into wafer-level integration and package-level integration
[123]. The wafer-level integration does not meet the current-rating requirement of tens of Amperes
since the inductor and transformer are built in or on the silicon die and the current is limited below
10 A [124]–[133].
The package-level integration has the magnetic component co-packaged with the silicon die
or used as a platform for the silicon MOSFET [134]–[138]. It is widely adopted to implement a
high-density (>500 W/in3) integrated point-of-load converter; however, it is not designed for
working at tens of MHz.
Three-dimensional integration with a low-temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) inductor and
gallium nitride (GaN) FETs has been proposed in [139]–[144]. High power density at high current
level (20 – 40 A) is achieved; however, it is not designed for integration into a power module and
thus not compatible with the wire-bonding technology.
In this chapter, a design of integrated coupled inductors that is comparable to a SiC MOSFET
die [145] in size, compatible with the existing packaging techniques, and has a high negative
coupling coefficient with a high current rating working at tens of MHz is introduced. The
fabricated coupled inductors with the dimensions of 5.6 mm * 5.3 mm * 0.95 mm operating at the
dc current of 40 A and peak ac current of 60 A are demonstrated to balance the transient currents
for paralleled SiC MOSFETs with Vth mismatch. The design methodology for the integrated
coupled inductors is discussed in the Section 6.2. The fabrication process and results of the module
with integrated coupled inductors are given in Section 6.3. Its effectiveness on balancing the
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transient currents and switching energies was validated in Section 6.4. A balancing scheme for
more than two dies in parallel is discussed in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 summarizes the key
achievements.

6.2 Design of the Integrated Coupled Inductors
The integrated die-sized coupled inductors are designed according to the following steps:
1) Determine the self-inductance of each inductor to achieve certain percentage of current
unbalance;
2) Select magnetic material for the core;
3) Design and optimize the structure of the coupled inductors with a high inverse coupling
coefficient as possible to minimize voltage stress and achieve the desired inductance at the
frequency of interest.
6.2.1

Inductance required to balance the transient currents

According to the design guideline for passive balancing of transient currents from two
paralleled dies with Vth mismatch in [111], the maximum difference between two peak drain
currents ids1(pk) and ids2(pk) is expressed as:

max | ids1( pk)  ids2( pk) | 

| Vth |
| Vth |

 tr
Rks
Ls  (1 | k |)

(23)

where |∆Vth| is the threshold voltage difference between two MOSFET dies; Rks is the resistance
of the drive-source resistor; Ls is the self-inductance of the coupled inductors added into the power
source; k is the coupling coefficient of the coupled inductors; and tr is the current rising time from
0 to the peak.
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To bound |ids1(pk) - ids2(pk)| to  ∙Iload/2, the components should be selected such that
| Vth |
| Vth |

 tr
Rks
Ls  (1 | k |)
 100 %  
I load
2

(24)

where  is preferably a small number (e.g., 7%) specified by the designer and Iload is the load
current.
The nominal operating conditions for the target design are: input voltage Vin = 400 V, Iload =
40 A, total gate-loop resistance Rgtot =6.8 Ω, and | Vth | = 0.4 V. The current rise time tr is 30 ns
from the experiment before balancing. The Rks is suggested to be one third to one fourth of Rgtot.
Its effectiveness is demonstrated with a parametric study by simulating an experiment-verified
SPICE model in the latter section of this chapter. Based on these values and the limited area at the
power source, the design parameters are determined as shown in TABLE XXXII such that current
unbalance is calculated to be less than 7% in (25) based on (24). The inductance Ls is chosen to be
20 nH at 60 MHz.
TABLE XXXII. DESIGN VALUES FOR THE MODULE WITH INTEGRATED COUPLED INDUCTORS
Parameter

Ls

k

Rks

Design value 20 nH @ 60 MHz ≈ -1 2 Ω

| Vth |
| Vth |
0.4 V
0.4 V

 tr

 30 ns
Rks
Ls  (1 | k |)
2
20 nH  2
 100 % 
 100 %  7%
I load
20 A
2
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(25)

6.2.2

Selection of magnetic materials

The desired features of the magnetic material for the integrated coupled inductors are: relative
permeability higher than 50 at the frequency of 20 MHz to 80 MHz and easy for fabrication. High
permeability reduces the inductor size. Material that is easy to manipulate decreases the fabrication
cost and time. The permeability versus frequency curves of several candidate magnetic materials
at very-high frequency are shown in Fig. 6-2. The permeabilities of permalloy and Fair-Rite 67
are smaller than 50. The FT-3KL from Hitachi Metals has the highest permeability; however, this
material is in the form of metal flakes that is too fragile to be manipulated into a customized shape.
The LTCC40011 has the highest permeability among the four LTCC materials. Core loss is not a
concern in this case since the magnetic core only functions at the switching transient rather than
the whole switching period. The flux density is small due to a high inverse coupling coefficient, a
low permeability of the material at very-high frequency, and a small current difference after
currents are balanced. Therefore, the LTCC40011 is selected as the material for the design of the
integrated coupled inductors to achieve minimum size.
Relative permeability
300
250
LTCC40012

FT-3KL

200

150
100
50

LTCC40011
LTCC80
LTCC40010
Fair-Rite 67

0
0
0.00E+00

20
2.00E+07

Permalloy

40
4.00E+07

60 Freq, MHz
80
6.00E+07
8.00E+07

Fig. 6-2. Relative permeability versus frequency curves of different magnetic materials; LTCC40011 is
selected for the design of the coupled inductors shown in Fig. 6-3(a).
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6.2.3

Design and optimization of the coupled inductors

The requirements for the coupled inductors include the following: small size comparable to
SiC MOSFET die to provide tens of nH at tens of MHz; compatible with the existing packaging
technology; coupling coefficient k close to -1; 20 A dc current handling capability for each
inductor; and low flux density in the magnetic core. The structure that can fulfill all the
requirements is designed and shown in Fig. 6-3(a). Two copper windings are stacked together with
an insulation layer in between them, surrounded by a magnetic core. The small inductor size is
realized by using LTCC40011 without gap to provide tens of nH for operation at tens of MHz. Flat
copper foils are used as the inductor windings due to their compatibility with the wire-bonding
technology. The distance between the two windings is designed to be small to achieve coupling
coefficient higher than 0.95. The cross-sectional area of each copper winding is set based on the
calculated copper area to sustain the rated dc current of 20 A. Low flux density is achieved thanks
to the high coupling coefficient. The flux distribution when current is assigned to one of the two
inductors is shown in Fig. 6-3(b). Most flux is confined within the core, signifying low leakage
flux and high coupling coefficient.
The length and width of the magnetic core are set to be 5.3 mm and 5.6 mm, respectively,
according to the available space at the power source of the module. An initial value 0.95 mm is
assigned to the core thickness. It could be increased if the obtained inductance is smaller than the
desired inductance when the design process is completed. Thickness less than 1 mm is selected
here for a small size. The smallest core thickness is limited by the manufacturing capability.
The cross-sectional area of the copper winding is calculated according to Preece’s equation
[146] as:
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I  12277  A 0.75

(26)

where I is the dc current and A is the cross-sectional area. The calculated cross-sectional area for
the copper winding when the current is 20 A is 0.124 mm2.
The influence of winding width w and thickness of the insulation layer h on the coupling
coefficient and inductance is investigated by simulation in Maxwell 15 and is shown in Fig. 6-4.
The coupling coefficient increases as h decreases and w increases. The cross-sectional area is kept
the same at 0.124 mm2 as the winding width varies. The minimum value of h is determined by the
available insulation material and is set to be 0.28 mm since high coupling coefficient is preferable.
Winding width w is found to be 3.6 mm as the inductance is designed to be 20 nH in the previous
step. The corresponding coupling coefficient of -0.987 is achieved when h is 0.28 mm and w is 3.6
mm. This design meets the requirements of coupling coefficient close to -1 and inductance of 20
nH.

5.3 mm
5.6 mm
Inductor 1
(Copper)
Insulation
(FR4)

Magnetics
(LTCC40011)
0.95 mm

0A
32 A

Magnetics

Inductor 2
(Copper)
h = 0.28 mm

3.6 mm
(a) Structure

(b) Flux distribution

Fig. 6-3. (a) Structure and (b) flux distribution of the designed coupled inductors for integration into
power module.
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w, mm
15 nH

3.6 -0.99
-0.987
3.2

18 nH
-0.98 20 nH

2.8
2.4

23 nH -0.97

2

26 nH
1.6
-0.96
1.2
0.2 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.4 0.44 0.48
h, mm

Fig. 6-4. Influence of insulation-layer thickness h and winding width w on coupling coefficient (solid
lines) and inductance (dash lines).

The schematic, top-view, and 3D layouts of the module with integrated coupled inductors are
shown in Fig. 6-5(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Compared with the schematic of the baseline
module in Fig. 6-1(a), the module with the integrated coupled inductors in Fig. 6-5(a) adds resistors
and coupled inductors inside the package. The inverse coupling is achieved by two currents
flowing in opposite directions (indicated by red arrows) as shown in Fig. 6-5(b). The drain current
of the left die flows from left to right through the top winding and the current of the right die flows
from right to left through the bottom winding.
32 mm

Resistor
Drive source
Gate

Drain

Bond wire

Gate
Drive source
Coupled
inductors
Power source
(a) Schematic

MOSFET die

Drain
Coupled
inductors
Power source

Lead frame Substrate
(c) 3D view

(b) Top view
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Fig. 6-5. (a) Schematic, (b) top view, and (c) 3D view for the layouts of the module with integrated
coupled inductors designed in Fig. 6-3(a); the fabricated module is shown in Fig. 6-13(b); the materials
and thicknesses of the module are shown in TABLE XXXI.

The SPICE models of the baseline module in Fig. 6-1(c) and the module with integrated
coupled inductors in Fig. 6-5(c) are extracted with Q3D Extractor and shown in Fig. 6-6(a) and
(b), respectively.

(a) SPICE model of baseline module

(b) SPICE model of module with integrated coupled inductors

Fig. 6-6. SPICE model of (a) baseline module in Fig. 6-1(c) and (b) module with integrated coupled
inductors in Fig. 6-5(c).

The power stage for simulating the two modules is shown in Fig. 6-7. It is extracted based on
the fabricated circuit shown in Fig. 6-15.
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Fig. 6-7. Extracted SPICE model of the power stage based on fabricated board shown in Fig. 6-15(a).

The simulated turn-on currents of baseline module and the module with integrated coupled
inductors by using the SPICE models in Fig. 6-6 and Fig. 6-7 are shown in Fig. 6-8(a) and (b),
respectively. Currents are balanced for the module with integrated coupled inductors.
id, A

id, A

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

0
50 ns/div
3.75E-05 3.76E-05 3.76E-05 3.77E-05
3.77E-05

0
50 ns/div
3.75E-05 3.76E-05 3.76E-05 3.77E-05
3.77E-05

Fig. 6-8. Simulated turn-on currents of the (a) baseline module in Fig. 6-1(c) and (b) module with
integrated coupled inductors inductors in Fig. 6-5(c) by using the SPICE models of modules shown in
Fig. 6-6 and the power stage shown in Fig. 6-7.

The difference of the peak currents for the two modules when Rgtot is varying and Rks equals
to one third or one fourth of Rgtot at different input voltages and load currents are shown in Fig.
6-9. Current unbalance is reduced by more than 50% at all the cases, as shown in Fig. 6-9.
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Choosing Rks to be one third to one fourth of Rgtot is effective in balancing the currents. The
fabrication process and results of the module with integrated coupled inductors are given in the
next section.
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12

16
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Fig. 6-9. Simulated difference of peak currents for baseline module in Fig. 6-1(c) and module with
integrated coupled inductors in Fig. 6-5(c) at (a) Vin = 200 V and Iload = 20 A, (b) Vin = 300 V and Iload =
30 A, and (c) Vin = 400 V and Iload = 40 A when Rgtot varies from 4 Ω to 20 Ω.

6.3 Fabrication of the Integrated Coupled Inductors and Power Module
The fabrication process of the designed coupled inductors with LTCC40011 thin films is
shown in Fig. 6-10. Nineteen layers of the films form the core with a thickness of 0.95 mm. The
rectangular films were cut by laser and stacked together, as shown in Fig. 6-10(a). Kapton tape
was inserted into the middle to occupy the cavity for the windings. The core was then laminated
with the pressure of 10 MPa at 70 oC. The laminated core is shown in Fig. 6-10(b). Sintering of
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the core was conducted with the peak temperature of 885 oC and the result is shown in Fig. 6-10(c).
The double-sided printed circuit board (PCB) windings with the total thickness of 0.35 mm were
inserted into the sintered core to complete the fabrication of the coupled inductors, as shown in
Fig. 6-10(d).
14.5 mm

5.6 mm
LTCC films

Kapton tape
(a) Stacked LTCC films (b) Core after lamination

Double-sided
0.95 mm
PCB windings
5.3 mm
(c) Sintered core
(d) Fabricated coupled inductors

Fig. 6-10. (a) Stacked LTCC films for the core with Kapton tape in the middle to create the hole for the
windings; (b) laminated core after Kapton tape was removed and the extra materials were diced along
the white dot lines; (c) core after sintering; and (d) fabricated coupled inductors based on the design
shown in Fig. 6-3(a).

The self-inductance of each of the fabricated coupled inductors was measured to be 52 nH at
10 MHz and 19 nH at 60 MHz by the impedance analyzer Agilent 4294A, as shown in Fig. 6-11.
This aligns with the designed inductance of 20 nH at 60 MHz.
80 L, nH
52 nH @ 60 MHz

60
40

20
19 nH @ 60 MHz
01

10

f, MHz
100

Fig. 6-11. Measured self-inductance of the fabricated coupled inductors shown in Fig. 6-10(d).

The fabrication process of the module with integrated coupled inductors is shown in Fig. 6-12.
The Wolfspeed 1.2 kV, 90 A SiC MOSFET dies [145] are used for both modules. The threshold
voltages of the two dies measured by the Agilent B1505A power device analyzer were 3.1 V and
3.5 V, respectively.
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32 mm
Copper

Ceramic
(a) Pattern after etching
Resistor

Solder

(b) Solder added for
spacing copper sheet

Copper
(c) Spacing copper sheet added

SiC MOSFET die Resistor

Bondwire

Coupled
inductors

Solder

(f) Module after wirebonding (e) Module after reflow (d) Solder added for all components

Fig. 6-12. (a) Substrate pattern after etching; (b) solder paste added for spacing copper sheets; (c) spacing
copper sheet added; (d) solder preforms/paste for coupled inductors, SiC MOSFET dies, and resistors;
(e) reflow with all the components placed; and (f) wire-bonding.

The direct-bonded-copper (DBC) pattern of the module in Fig. 6-12(a) was generated after
etching. A spacing copper sheet is needed because the inductor winding does not directly contact
with the DBC copper. Solder paste was added to connect the copper sheet with the DBC as shown
in Fig. 6-12(b). The spacing copper sheet was then put on top of the solder paste as shown in Fig.
6-12(c). Solder for the gate-loop resistors, SiC MOSFET dies, and coupled inductors was added
as shown in Fig. 6-12(d). The module was then taken for reflow as shown in Fig. 6-12(e). Finally,
the components were interconnected by bond wires as shown in Fig. 6-12(f). The steps in Fig.
6-12(b) and (c) were skipped and the coupled inductors were eliminated for the fabrication of the
baseline module. The 0 Ω resistors and 2 Ω resistors were used with the baseline module and the
module with integrated coupled inductors, respectively. The fabricated two modules following the
process in Fig. 6-12 are shown in Fig. 6-13(a) and (b), respectively. They are the same size and
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share the same pair of SiC MOSFET dies to ensure a fair comparison. The fabricated modules
were tested and compared as described in the next section.
32 mm

32 mm
Drive source
Gate
Mweak

Mstrong Mweak
Drain
Coupled
inductors
Power source

Mstrong

(a) Baseline module (b) Module with integrated coupled inductors

Fig. 6-13. (a) Fabricated (a) baseline module without magnetics and (b) module with integrated coupled
inductors; their schematics and layout designs are shown in Fig. 6-1 and Fig. 6-5, respectively; the
materials and thickness of the component is shown in TABLE XXXI; the dimensions of the coupled
inductors are shown in Fig. 6-3(a).

6.4 Experimental Validation
A double-pulse tester (DPT) was designed to validate the effectiveness of the module with
integrated coupled inductors on current balancing. The schematic and fabricated board of the DPT
are shown in Fig. 6-14 and Fig. 6-15, respectively. Both the baseline module in Fig. 6-13(a) and
the module with integrated coupled inductors in Fig. 6-13(b) were tested at nominal condition
which refers to input bus voltage of 400 V, load current of 40 A, and gate-loop resistance of 6.8
Ω. The external gate resistance in the DPT board, internal gate resistance, and internal drive-source
resistance of the baseline module are 6.8 Ω, 0 Ω, and 0 Ω, respectively. The external gate resistance
in the DPT board, internal gate resistance, and internal drive-source resistance of the module with
integrated coupled inductors are 4.8 Ω, 2 Ω, and 2 Ω, respectively to keep the gate-loop resistance
at 6.8 Ω. The drain currents through the two dies are measured by current probes (Tektronix 30 A,
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120 MHz) clamping around the PCB pattern shown in Fig. 6-15(b). The experimental waveforms
are shown in Fig. 6-16. The module with integrated coupled inductors reduces the current
unbalance from 7.3 A to 1.3 A as shown in Fig. 6-16(a) and (b) while maintaining at voltage stress
with a negligible (1%) change as shown in Fig. 6-16(c) and (d).
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Cdc1 C
dcp1
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Gate
driver
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R1 = R2 = 455 kΩ
Cdc1 = Cdc2 = 1500 μF
Cdcp1 = Cdcp2 = 1.2 μF

ks

s
Baseline module or module
with integrated coupled inductors

Fig. 6-14. Schematic of double-pulse tester (DPT) for experimental comparison of current unbalance
between two modules; the fabricated DPT is shown in Fig. 6-15.
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Fig. 6-15. (a) Top and (b) side views of the fabricated DPT based on schematic in Fig. 6-14; the
experimental waveforms are shown in Fig. 6-16.
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A comparison between the baseline module and the module with integrated coupled inductors
in terms of peak current Ipeak, peak-current difference in percentage ΔIpeak, turn-on-energy
difference in percentage ΔEon, total switching energy Esw, and voltage stress Vstress is shown in
TABLE XXXIII. The module with integrated coupled inductors succeeds in decreasing the
unbalanced current from 36% to 6.4% and the turn-on energy difference from 28% to 2.6%. It is
effective on balancing the transient switching currents and energies for paralleled SiC MOSFETs
with Vth mismatch.
TABLE XXXIII. COMPARISON BETWEEN BASELINE MODULE AND MODULE WITH INTEGRATED
COUPLED INDUCTORS AT NOMINAL CONDITION

Baseline module
Module

with

Ipeak (Mweak)

Ipeak (Mstrong)

ΔIpeak

ΔEon

Esw

Vstress

27.5 A

34.8 A

36%

28%

517 μJ

519 V

30.9 A

32.2 A

6.4%

2.6%

510 μJ

525 V

integrated

coupled inductors

40

i d, A

40 id, A

34.8 A

30
20

30.9 A and 32.2 A

30
27.5 A

20

10

10
50 ns/div

50 ns/div

0

0
0.0000375
3.755E-05currents
0.0000376
3.765E-05 0.0000377 (b) Turn-on
0.0000375
3.755E-05
0.0000376
3.765E-05
0.0000377
currents
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with
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coupled inductors
(a) Turn-on
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module
600

vds, V

600

519 V

400
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200
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vds, V

525 V

50 ns/div
0
0.0000275
2.755E-05
0.0000276
2.765E-05 0.0000277 (d) Turn-off
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2.755E-05
0.0000276
2.765E-05
0.0000277
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voltage
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module
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Fig. 6-16. Turn-on currents of (a) baseline module in Fig. 6-13(a) and (b) module with integrated coupled
inductors in Fig. 6-13(b); turn-off voltages of (c) baseline module and (d) module with integrated coupled
inductors; the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6-15; the nominal testing condition is: 400 V, 40 A,
and gate-loop resistance of 6.8 Ω.

The differences in peak currents of the baseline module and the module with integrated
coupled inductors at various input voltages, load currents, and gate-loop resistances were also
investigated experimentally and shown in Fig. 6-17. The current difference of the module with
integrated coupled inductors is greatly reduced at all conditions.
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(c) Peak-current difference
(a) Peak-current difference
(b) Peak-current
versus gate-loop resistance
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versus input voltage
current

10
8
6
4
2
0

10

Fig. 6-17. Comparison of difference in peak currents ΔIpeak between baseline module in Fig. 6-13(a) and
module with integrated coupled inductors in Fig. 6-13(b) at various (a) input voltages, (b) load currents,
and (c) gate-loop resistances; the nominal testing condition is listed in the caption of Fig. 6-16.

The voltage stresses of the two modules at various input voltages, load currents, and gate-loop
resistances are shown in Fig. 6-18. The difference of the voltage stress between the module with
integrated coupled inductors and the baseline module is negligible at all conditions.
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Fig. 6-18. Comparison of voltage stress Vstress between baseline module in Fig. 6-13(a) and module with
integrated coupled inductors in Fig. 6-13(b) at various (a) input voltages, (b) load currents, and (c) gateloop resistances; the nominal testing condition is listed in the caption of Fig. 6-16.

Total switching energies of the two modules at various input voltages, load currents, and gateloop resistances are shown in Fig. 6-19. The total switching energy is defined to be the sum of the
turn-on energies and turn-off energies of the MOSFETs in parallel. The experimental results
shown in Fig. 6-19 demonstrates that both baseline module and the module with integrated coupled
inductors have same total switching energies at all conditions.
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Fig. 6-19. Comparison of total switching energy Esw between baseline module in Fig. 6-13(a) and module
with integrated coupled inductors in Fig. 6-13(b) at various (a) input voltages, (b) load currents, and (c)
gate-loop resistances; the nominal testing condition is listed in Fig. 6-16.
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6.5 Discussion for Balancing More than Two Dies in Parallel
A simplified schematic of four dies in parallel for baseline module following commercial
practice is shown in Fig. 6-20(a). Drain, gate, drive-source, and power-source terminals are
denoted as d, g, ks, and s, respectively. The same concept used for balancing the transient currents
for two dies in parallel is applied to balance four, eight, and sixteen dies in parallel with thresholdvoltage mismatch. The balancing scheme with four dies is shown in Fig. 6-20(b).
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Fig. 6-20. Simplified schematics for (a) baseline module and (b) balancing module with four dies in
parallel.

Currents through MOSFETs M1 and M2 are balanced with the coupled inductors formed by
Ls1 and Ls2. Current through MOSFETs M3 and M4 are balanced with the coupled inductors
formed by Ls3 and Ls4. The total current through M1 and M2 is balanced with the total current
through M3 and M4 by the coupled inductors formed by Ls5 and Ls6. The negative coupling
coefficient K for the three groups of coupled inductors is the same and the absolute value of K is
expected to be as high as possible to minimize the voltage stress.
The threshold voltages of M1, M2, M3, and M4 are 2.7 V, 3.1 V, 3.5 V, and 3.9 V, respectively.
The design of the coupled inductors and Rks for four dies in parallel remains the same as it is for
two dies in parallel. The largest threshold-voltage mismatch ∆Vth, rising time, load current, number
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of dies in parallel, and total gate resistance equal to 1.2 V, 60 ns, 60 A, 4, and 6.8 Ω, respectively.
Ls, Rks, and K are chosen to be 40 nH, 2.2 Ω, and -0.98 so that the current unbalance is smaller
than 10%, as calculated in (27).
| Vth |
| Vth |
1.2 V
1.2 V

 tr

 60 ns
Rk
Ls  (1 | k |)
2.2  40 nH  1.98
 100 % 
 100 %  10%
I load
15 A
N

(27)

The designed balancing module and baseline module with four dies in parallel are simulated
in LTspice to compare their unbalanced currents. The simulation schematics for the two modules
are shown in Fig. 6-21. The nominal simulation conditions are input voltage of 400 V, load current
of 60 A, and total gate resistance of 6.8 Ω. The simulated turn-on currents of baseline module,
turn-on currents of balancing module, turn-off voltage of baseline module, and turn-off voltage of
balancing module at nominal conditions are shown in Fig. 6-22(a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively.
The transient currents are balanced in balancing module with negligible change on voltage stress.

(b) Balancing module with four dies in parallel

(a) Baseline module with four dies in parallel
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Fig. 6-21. Simulation schematics for (a) baseline module and (b) balancing module when four dies are
in parallel; the coupling coefficient is -0.98.
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Fig. 6-22. Simulated turn-on currents of (a) baseline module in Fig. 6-21(a) and (b) balancing module in
Fig. 6-21(b) and turn-off voltages of (c) baseline module in Fig. 6-21(a) and (d) balancing module in Fig.
6-21(b); the power stage is in Fig. 6-7.

The largest difference of peak currents for baseline module and balancing module at various
input voltages, load currents, and total gate resistances are simulated and summarized in Fig. 6-23.
Current unbalance are greatly reduced for balancing module at all conditions.
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Fig. 6-23. Simulated largest differences of peak currents ΔIpeak for baseline module in Fig. 6-21(a) and
balancing module in Fig. 6-21(b) at various (a) input voltages, (b) load currents, and (c) total gate
resistances.

The voltage stresses for baseline module and balancing module at various input voltages, load
currents, and gate resistances are simulated and summarized in Fig. 6-24. The voltage stresses of
baseline module and balancing module are similar at all conditions.
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Fig. 6-24. Simulated voltage stresses Vstress for baseline module in Fig. 6-21(a) and balancing module in
Fig. 6-21(b) at various (a) input voltages, (b) load currents, and (c) total gate resistances.

Another balancing scheme for any number of dies in parallel is designed and demonstrated in
Fig. 6-25(b) with three dies in parallel. Power-source inductors Ls1, Ls2, and Ls3 are added and
inversely coupled by each other with coupling coefficient of K. The voltage vL1 induced across Ls1
during transient is expressed as:

𝑣𝐿1 = 𝐿𝑠1 ∙

𝑑𝑖1
𝑑𝑖2
𝑑𝑖3
− |𝐾| ∙ 𝐿𝑠2 ∙
− |𝐾| ∙ 𝐿𝑠3 ∙
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

(28)

where i1, i2, and i3 are the currents through Ls1, Ls2, and Ls3, respectively. The inductances of Ls1,
Ls2, and Ls3 are same.
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(a) Baseline module with three dies in parallel

(b) Balancing module with three dies in parallel

Fig. 6-25. Simplified schematics for (a) baseline module and (b) balancing module with three dies in
parallel.

The voltage vL1 is expected to be a small value to minimize the voltage stress at turn-off
transient when current i1, i2, i3 are the same. In this case, vL1 is set to zero when i1, i2, i3 are equal.
Thus, (28) is simplified as

0 = 𝐿𝑠1 ∙

𝑑𝑖1
𝑑𝑖1
𝑑𝑖1
− |𝐾| ∙ 𝐿𝑠1 ∙
− |𝐾| ∙ 𝐿𝑠1 ∙
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

(29)

The absolute value of coupled coefficient K is calculated to be 0.5 from (29). Remember that
the value of K is actually -0.5 since inverse coupled is required. This method can be generalized
to calculate K for current balancing of any number of dies in parallel. The absolute value of K for
N dies in parallel is

|𝐾| =

1
𝑁−1

(30)

The design of the inductance of the power-source inductance and Rks are the same as the
design method for two dies in parallel that has been repeated for balancing of four dies in the
previous case.
The simulation schematics for the baseline module and the balancing module with three dies
in parallel are shown in Fig. 6-26(a) and (b), respectively. The coupling coefficient for each
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coupled inductors is -0.5. The two modules are simulated at nominal conditions and the waveforms
are shown in Fig. 6-27.

(a) Baseline module

(b) Balancing module

Fig. 6-26. Simulation schematics for (a) baseline module and (b) balancing module when three dies are
in parallel; the coupling coefficient is -0.5.

The simulated turn-on currents of the baseline module, turn-on currents of the balancing
module, turn-off voltage of the baseline module, and turn-off voltage of the balancing module are
shown in Fig. 6-27(a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The transient currents are balanced in
balancing module with negligible change on voltage stress.
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Fig. 6-27. Simulated turn-on currents of (a) baseline module in Fig. 6-26(a) and (b) balancing module in
Fig. 6-26(b) and turn-off voltages of (c) baseline module in Fig. 6-26(a) and (d) balancing module in Fig.
6-26(b); the power stage is in Fig. 6-7.

The largest difference of peak currents for baseline module and balancing module at various
input voltages, load currents, and total gate resistances are simulated and summarized in Fig. 6-28.
Current unbalance is greatly reduced for balancing module at all conditions.
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Fig. 6-28. Simulated largest differences of peak currents ∆Ipeak for baseline module in Fig. 6-26(a) and
balancing module in Fig. 6-26(b) at various (a) input voltages, (b) load currents, and (c) total gate
resistances.

The voltage stresses for baseline module and balancing module at various input voltage, load
current, and gate resistances are simulated and summarized in Fig. 6-29. The voltage stress of
baseline module and balancing module are similar at all conditions.
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Fig. 6-29. Simulated voltage stresses Vstress for baseline module in Fig. 6-26(a) and balancing module in
Fig. 6-26(b) at various (a) input voltages, (b) load currents, and (c) total gate resistances.

The balancing module with three dies is extended to module of four dies and shown in Fig.
6-30. The coupling coefficient is calculated to be -0.333 according to (30).
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Fig. 6-30. Simplified schematic for balancing module with four dies in parallel; coupling coefficient is
-0.333 for all the coupled inductors.

The baseline module and balancing module with four dies in parallel are simulated with
schematics in Fig. 6-21 and Fig. 6-31, respectively, at nominal conditions. The simulated turn-on
currents of the baseline module, turn-on currents of the balancing module, turn-off voltage of the
baseline module, and turn-off voltage of the balancing module are shown in Fig. 6-32(a), (b), (c),
and (d), respectively. The transient currents are balanced in balancing module with negligible
change on voltage stress.
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Fig. 6-31. Simulation schematic for balancing module when four dies are in parallel; the coupling
coefficient is -0.333.
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Fig. 6-32. Simulated turn-on currents of (a) baseline module in Fig. 6-21(a) and (b) balancing module in
Fig. 6-31 and turn-off voltages of (c) baseline module in Fig. 6-21(a) and (d) balancing module in Fig.
6-31; the power stage is in Fig. 6-7.
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Planar symmetrical six-phase coupled inductors are introduced in [147] and shown in Fig.
6-33. A similar structure could be used to design coupled inductors to balance currents of more
than two dies.

Fig. 6-33. Design of one-layer six-phase coupled inductors with symmetrical inverse coupling.

6.6 Summary
A module with integrated coupled inductors operating at switching transient and the
subsequent ringing (tens of MHz) for current balancing of paralleled SiC MOSFETs with Vth
mismatch was designed, fabricated, and validated. Copper pattern and bond wires were utilized to
realize inverse coupling of the coupled inductors. The LTCC40011 was selected as the magnetic
material thanks to its permeability higher than 50 at tens of MHz and ease of fabrication. Flat
copper foils compatible with the wire-bonding technology were designed as the inductor windings.
Two windings were stacked together and optimized with 0.28 mm distance in between to achieve
coupling coefficient higher than 0.98. Total gate resistance is selected first based on the efficiency
and EMI requirements. Driver-source resistance Rks is designed to be one third to one fourth of
total gate resistance. Coupling coefficient K is chosen to be -1 for two dies in parallel and -1/(N-
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1) when number of dies N is larger than 2. Self-inductance is selected so that the equation to
calculate current unbalance is smaller than a certain percentage.
Compared with the baseline module following commercial practice, the module with
integrated coupled inductors in the dimensions of 5.6 mm * 5.3 mm * 0.95 mm reduces current
unbalance from 36% to 6.4% and turn-on-energy difference from 28% to 2.6% at the peak current
of 60 A while maintaining at the same total switching energy and negligible change of voltage
stress. The effectiveness on balancing the transient currents at different input voltages, load
currents, and gate-loop resistances was verified by experiments as well. Current unbalances among
more than two dies in parallel were simulated to be greatly reduced by following the same design
procedure for balancing modules with separate cores and with one core.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Works

7.1 Summary of Work
Cross-turn-on and current unbalance degrade the reliability of a power module with paralleled
SiC MOSFETs. Increasing the immunity to cross-turn-on while maintaining the similar switching
energies and balancing the transient peak currents below 10% without sacrificing the voltage stress
are the goals of this work.
A modeling process is introduced for paralleled chips encapsulated in a power module that
gives access to the internal channel current and voltage of each bare die inside the package. This
model is free of non-convergence and accurate. Parasitic ac resistances, dc resistances, and ac
inductances are extracted by Q3D Extractor. Non-convergence are avoided by including the ac
resistance of the conduction trace in the model and converting series model which is set default in
Q3D extractor to parallel model to accurately reflect how the current flows through the dc and ac
resistances of the trace. A complete SPICE model of a commercial SiC power module was derived
and validated by experiments. The error between predicted turn-on peak current of the developed
model and that of the experimental data is 2%, significantly lower than the 28% difference between
prediction result of commercial model and experimental data. The developed model could be used
for evaluation or prediction of cross-turn-on and current unbalance.
Detection of the cross-turn-on in a power module is difficult since the dies are usually
encapsulated and the channel currents are hard to measure. Cross-turn-on inside a power module
can be detected by comparing the currents through the power-source inductance associated with
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the die at the first valley with two negative drive voltages. If the current at the first valley with the
higher drive voltage is larger than that with the lower drive voltage, the energy is dissipated. This
indicates the cross-turn-on inside the module. The detection method enables the negative drive
voltage and gate resistance to be clearly determined for safe operation, as well as the
susceptibilities to cross-turn-ons of different SiC modules or packaged MOSFET to be
characterized and compared.
Layout symmetry is discovered to be another factor that contributes to the immunity besides
gate resistance, gate-to-drain capacitance of MOSFET, slew rate of drain-to-source voltage, and
temperature. Asymmetrical and symmetrical modules following commercial layouts are tested by
a double pulse tester. The peak cross-turn-on current of the symmetrical module is 84% lower than
that of the asymmetrical module and the total switching energies of the two modules are similar at
nominal condition. A symmetrical layout is recommended since the current stress caused by crossturn-on is much smaller than that in asymmetrical module and chances to have shoot-through
between the high side and low side are reduced.
Threshold-voltage mismatch among paralleled dies leads to unbalanced turn-on peak currents
and switching energies. A module with integrated coupled inductors that achieve inverse coupling
by utilizing the copper trace of the substrate and bond wires, size comparable to the silicon carbide
(SiC) die, coupling coefficient higher than 0.98, tens of nH operating at tens of MHz, and current
rating of tens of Amperes was designed, fabricated, and validated. The coupled inductors with
magnetic material of low-temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC) are compatible with existing
packaging technology for module fabrication. The effectiveness of reducing transient-current
mismatch at various input voltages, load currents, and gate resistances was verified by experiments.
Compared with the baseline module following commercial practice, the module with integrated
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coupled inductors reduces current unbalance from 36% to 6.4% and turn-on-energy difference
from 28% to 2.6% while maintaining the same total switching energy and negligible change of
voltage stress.

7.2 Future Work
The mesh size for Q3D simulation of the power module is set to be the thickness of the directbonded copper for practical simulation time. How the simulation accuracy varies with mesh size
and simulation time should be quantified in the future so that certain accuracy could be achieved
with minimum time.
The sensitivity of the detected current through the bond wire is impacted by the negative
driving voltage. Parametric study of the detected experimental signals versus different selections
of the two negative driving voltage should be investigated. The occurrence of cross-turn-on will
lead to small extra loss in some cases. Thus, the performance metric and acceptable range of crossturn-on can also be identified to suggest a reasonable level of cross-turn-on currents.
How to quantify or measure symmetry is still a problem. Method to achieve symmetry as well
as low parasitic inductance should be investigated so that module with both low cross-turn-on
currents and low switching energy could be implemented.
Equations should be derived to explain why the peak-current difference increases as gate
resistance decreases when common-source inductances does not exist.
An integrated design of the coupled inductors for current balancing of more than two dies in
parallel needs to be experimentally validated in the future.
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Appendix A Design to Create Predictable Unbalanced
Currents
This section introduces the work on making the transient current of one of the two paralleled
MOSFETs to be higher regardless of Vth mismatch so that the unipolar compensation can be
applied to balance the currents. Adding drain inductance Ld to one of the two paralleled MOSFETs
is effective to achieve this under various gate resistances.
The schematic for two paralleled dies with Vth mismatch is shown in Fig. A-1. MOSFET with
smaller Vth is called Mstrong and the one with larger Vth is called Mweak. The drain inductances Ld1
and Ld2 are usually designed to be equal. Bipolar compensation is required to mitigate the current
unbalance since the peak turn-on current through Ld1 could be larger or smaller than that of Ld2,
depending on the position of the Mstrong. The forced unbalanced method aims to create predictable
unbalanced currents to force peak current of one branch to be always larger regardless of V th
mismatch by purposely increasing the drain inductance of one branch.

Iload
Vin

D

Branch 1

Ld1
(Mweak)
R Mstrong

Ld2

Branch 2

Mweak
(Mstrong)

g

Vdr

Fig. A-1. Simulation schematic for two paralleled dies with Vth mismatch.

Preliminary simulation results based on the schematic in Fig. A-1 are shown in Fig. A-2.
Difference in Vth for the two dies used in simulation is 33% which is the maximum variation from
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the Vth measurement of twenty SiC MOSFETs [98]. Baseline design is when both Ld1 and Ld2 are
6 nH. The design with forced unbalanced method is when the Ld1 is increased to 50 nH and Ld2 is
still 6 nH. Fig. A-2(a1) and (b1) show the simulated currents through Ld1 and Ld2 of the baseline
design when Mstrong is on the left and when Mstrong is on the right, respectively. Peak current through
Ld1 is larger than that through Ld2 when Mstrong is on the left and becomes smaller when Mstrong is
placed on the right. Whether Mstrong is on the left or on the right is unknown in reality. Therefore,
bipolar compensation is needed to balance the currents. Fig. A-2(a2) and (b2) show the simulated
currents through Ld1 and Ld2 of the design with forced unbalanced method when Mstrong is on the
left and when Mstrong is on the right, respectively. Peak current through Ld1 is smaller in both cases.
Bipolar compensation can be simplified to unipolar compensation for balancing purpose by using
forced unbalanced method.

i(Ld1)

i(Ld1)

(a1)

i(Ld2)

i(Ld1)

i(Ld2)

i(Ld1)

(a2)

i(Ld2)

(b1)

i(Ld2)

(b2)

Fig. A-2. Simulated currents for the baseline when Mstrong is (a1) on the left and (b1) on the right;
simulated currents for the design with forced unbalanced method when Mstrong is (a2) on the left and (b2)
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on the right; the simulation schematic is in Fig. A-1; input voltage is 300 V, load current is 20 A, and
gate resistance is 2 Ω; Ld1 = Ld2 = 6 nH for baseline design; Ld1 = 50 nH and Ld2 = 6 nH for design with
forced unbalanced method.

Simulation results with various additional drain inductances on Mstrong are shown in Fig. A-3.
Critical gate resistance Rgcritical is defined as the gate resistance below which the added drain
inductance is effective to create predictable unbalanced currents. For example, 50 nH is on Mstrong
in Fig. A-3(a) and the current of Mstrong is expected to be smaller than current of Mweak when gate
resistance is below Rgcritical. The Rgcritical is around 6 Ω for the case in Fig. A-3(a). From Fig. A-3(a),
(b), and (c), added drain inductance (Ld) is effective when gate resistance is below Rgcritical. In
addition, the added drain inductance decreases as Rgcritical decreases, which is good for application
with small Rg.
Fig. A-4 shows the simulation results when different Ld is on Mweak. There is no Rgcritical and
current of Mweak is always smaller than current of Mstrong no matter how Ld changes since loop
inductance of Mstrong is larger. From the simulation results shown in Fig. A-3 and Fig. A-4, adding
Ld is effective to create predictable unbalanced currents regardless of the Vth mismatch when gate
resistance is below Rgcritical. This conclusion was then verified by experimental results.
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Fig. A-3. Comparison of the simulated peak currents between the Mstrong (solid line) and Mweak (dash line)
when (a) 50 nH, (b) 100 nH, and (c) 150 nH are on Mstrong based on the simulation circuit in Fig. A-1; gate
resistance Rg varies from 2 Ω to 20 Ω.
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Fig. A-4. Comparison of the simulated peak currents between the Mstrong (solid line) and Mweak (dash line)
when (a) 50 nH, (b) 100 nH, and (c) 150 nH are on Mweak based on the simulation circuit in Fig. A-1; gate
resistance Rg varies from 2 Ω to 20 Ω.

A fabricated double-pulse tester was shown in Fig. A-5. Three air-core inductors with
inductance of 50 nH, 100 nH, and 150 nH were created for the experiment. The experimental
results of the peak currents of the two MOSFETs with different drain inductances on Mstrong or
Mweak are shown in Fig. A-6 to Fig. A-11. The experiment was conducted when input voltage was
200 V and load current was 10 A.

Replaceable
inductor (Ld)
P
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46 mm

Mstrong, Vth = 2.15 V

NEG

Cut the wire and add Ld
to create unbalanced
218 mm layout

Fig. A-5. Fabricated double-pulse tester based on the schematic in Fig. 5-8.
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Fig. A-6. Experimental results for influence of gate resistance on current unbalance when 50 nH Ld is on
Mweak; the experimental setup is shown in Fig. A-5.

How the peak currents of Mstrong and Mweak change with different Rg when 50 nH is added on
Mweak is shown in Fig. A-6(a). Fig. A-6(b) and (c) show current waveforms when Rg are 2 Ω and
20 Ω, respectively. Peak current of Mstrong is larger than peak current of Mweak in all the cases, as
shown in Fig. A-6(a). The added inductance is always effective to create predictable unbalanced
currents when it is on Mweak. Same conclusion is drawn from Fig. A-7 and Fig. A-8 when Ld
changes to 100 nH and 150 nH, respectively.
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Fig. A-7. Experimental results for influence of gate resistance on current unbalance when 100 nH Ld is on
Mweak; the experimental setup is shown in Fig. A-5.
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50 ns/div

Fig. A-8. Experimental results for influence of gate resistance on current unbalance when 150 nH Ld is on
Mweak; the experimental setup is shown in Fig. A-5.

How peak currents of Mstrong and Mweak change with different Rg when 50 nH is added on
Mstrong is shown in Fig. A-9(a). Fig. A-9(b) and (c) show current waveforms when Rg are 2 Ω and
20 Ω, respectively. From Fig. A-9(a), peak current of Mweak is larger than that of Mstrong when gate
resistance is under Rgcritical. Same conclusion is drawn from Fig. A-10 and Fig. A-11 when Ld
changes to 100 nH and 150 nH, respectively. In addition, Ld decreases from 150 nH to 50 nH as
Rgcritical decreases from 12 Ω to 6 Ω., The required Ld is small for fast switching application of SiC
MOSFETs with small Rg. Forced unbalanced method is able to create predictable unbalanced
currents regardless of the Vth mismatch when gate resistance is below Rgcritical.
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Fig. A-9. Experimental results for influence of gate resistance on current unbalance when 50 nH L d is on
Mstrong; the experimental setup is shown in Fig. A-5.
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Fig. A-10. Experimental results for influence of gate resistance on current unbalance when 100 nH Ld is on
Mstrong; the experimental setup is shown in Fig. A-5.
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Fig. A-11. Experimental results for influence of gate resistance on current unbalance when 150 nH Ld is on
Mstrong; the experimental setup is shown in Fig. A-5.
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The current over-stress, voltage over-stress and switching energy of different cases (the
baseline, designs with different Ld on Mweak, designs with different Ld on Mstrong) are shown in
TABLE XXXIV, TABLE XXXV, and TABLE XXXVI, respectively, based on the experimental
setup shown in Fig. A-5. The experiment was conducted when input voltage was 200 V, load
current was 10 A, and external gate resistance was 4 Ω. Difference was calculated by parameter
of Mstrong minus parameter of Mweak. Current over-stresses (IStress), current over-stress difference
(IStressD), voltage over-stresses (VStress), voltage over-stress difference (VStressD), switching energy
(E), and difference of switching energy (ED) of Mstrong and Mweak are normalized by

I StressN 

I Stress
I
, I StressND  StressD
I Re fD
I Re f

(31)

VStressN 

V
VStress
, VStressND  StressD
VRe fD
VRe f

(32)

EN 

E
E Re f

, E ND 

ED
E Re fD

(33)

where IStressN, IStressND, VStressN, VStressND, EN, and END are the normalized current over-stress, current
over-stress difference, voltage over-stress, voltage over-stress difference, switching energy, and
difference of switching energies, respectively. IRef = 13.4 A (current over-stress of Mstrong of the
baseline), IRefD = 2.5 A (current difference of baseline), VRef = 253 V (voltage over-stress of Mstrong
of the baseline), VRefD = -12 V (voltage difference of baseline), ERef = 8.94 uJ (switching energy
of Mstrong of baseline), and ERefD = 0.94 uJ (difference of switching energy of baseline). Current
difference is always positive when different Ld is on Mweak from TABLE XXXIV. It means that peak
current of Mstrong is larger than peak current of Mweak. Added Ld is effective to create predictable
unbalanced currents when Ld is on Mweak. The difference is always negative when different Ld is
on Mstrong, which means that peak current of Mweak is larger than peak current of Mstrong under
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different Ld. Added Ld is proven to be effective to create predictable unbalanced currents regardless
of the Vth mismatch.
TABLE XXXIV. COMPARISON OF CURRENT OVER-STRESSES
IStressN of Mweak

IStressN of Mstrong

IStressND

Baseline

0.81

1

1

50 nH on the Mweak

0.64

1.13

2.6

100 nH on the Mweak

0.48

1.22

3.96

150 nH on the Mweak

0.37

1.29

4.92

50 nH on the Mstrong

0.98

0.81

-0.88

100 nH on the Mstrong

1.08

0.61

-2.52

150 nH on the Mstrong

1.14

0.51

-3.36

TABLE XXXV. COMPARISON OF VOLTAGE OVER-STRESSES
Voltage over-stress of

Voltage over-stress of

Mweak

Mstrong

Difference

Baseline

1.05

1

1

50 nH on the Mweak

0.98

0.99

-0.17

100 nH on the Mweak

1.12

0.96

3.33

150 nH on the Mweak

1.26

1.07

4.17

50 nH on the Mstrong

1.19

1.2

-0.17

100 nH on the Mstrong

1.29

1.42

-2.83

150 nH on the Mstrong

1.3

1.58

-5.83

Voltage over-stress of Mstrong increases by 0.58 times from 253 V to 400 V and voltage overstress difference of Mstrong increases by 4.83 times from 12 V to 70 V as Ld increases from 0 to 150
nH from TABLE XXXV. Switching energy of Mstrong increases by 0.92 times from 8.94 uJ to 17.2

150

uJ as Ld increases from 0 to 150 nH from TABLE XXXVI. The increased voltage over-stress and
switching energy are the penalties of adding inductance to create predictable unbalanced currents.

TABLE XXXVI. COMPARISON OF SWITCHING ENERGIES
Switching

Switching

Switching energy

energy of Mweak

energy of Mstrong

difference

Baseline

0.89

1

1

50 nH on the Mweak

1.68

0.97

-6.72

100 nH on the Mweak

1.68

1.16

-4.93

150 nH on the Mweak

1.8

1.3

-4.79

50 nH on the Mstrong

0.82

1.83

9.69

100 nH on the Mstrong

1.17

1.87

6.67

150 nH on the Mstrong

1.61

1.92

2.96
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Appendix B Directory of Raw Files
The original simulation files and experimental results in this dissertation are located at the
//ADFS directories shown in Table B-1.
TABLE B-1. DIRECTORY OF RAW FILES
Figure

Type

Directory(\\adfs\projects\Khai
Ngo\zichenMiao\Dissertation
files\Simulations)

Fig. 2-1

Q3D

Fig. 2-1

Fig. 2-3

LTspice

Fig. 2-3

Fig. 2-5

Excel

Fig. 2-5

Fig. 2-7

LTspice

Fig. 2-7

Figs. 2-9 and 2-10

LTspice

Figs. 2-9 and 2-10

Figs. 3-3, 3-5, and 3-7

LTspice

Figs. 3-3, 3-5, and 3-7

Fig. 3-10

Excel

Fig. 3-10

Figs. 4-2 and 4-3

LTspice

Figs. 4-2 and 4-3

Fig. 4-6

Q3D

Fig. 4-6

Figs. 4-7 and 4-8

LTspice

Figs. 4-7 and 4-8

Fig. 4-10

Q3D

Fig. 4-10

Figs. 4-11 and 4-12

LTspice

Figs. 4-11 and 4-12

Figs. 4-16, 4-17, and 4-18

LTspice

Figs. 4-16, 4-17, and 4-18

Figs. 4-21, 4-22, and 4-23

LTspice

Figs. 4-21, 4-22, and 4-23

Fig. 4-25

Q3D

Fig. 4-25

Figs. 4-31 to 4-36

LTspice

Figs. 4-31 to 4-36
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Figs. 5-9 and 5-10

LTspice

Figs. 5-9 and 5-10

Fig. 5-13

Excel

Fig. 5-13

Figs. 5-14 to 5-18

LTspice

Figs. 5-14 to 5-18

Fig. 6-1

Maxwell

Fig. 6-1

Figs. 6-3, 6-4, and 6-5

Maxwell

Figs. 6-3, 6-4, and 6-5

Figs. 6-6 to 6-9

LTspice

Figs. 6-6 to 6-9

Fig. 6-16

Excel

Fig. 6-16

Figs. 6-17, 6-18, and 6-19

Excel

Figs. 6-17, 6-18, and 6-19

Fig. 6-21

LTspice

Fig. 6-21

Fig. 6-22, 6-23, and 6-24

Excel

Fig. 6-22, 6-23, and 6-24

Fig. 6-26

LTspice

Fig. 6-26

Figs. 6-27, 6-28, and 6-29

Excel

Figs. 6-27, 6-28, and 6-29

Fig. 6-31

LTspice

Fig. 6-31

Fig. 6-32

Excel

Fig. 6-32

Fig. A-2

LTspice

Fig. A-2

Figs. A-3 and A-4

LTspice

Figs. A-3 and A-4

Figs. A-6 to A-11

Excel

Figs. A-6 to A-11
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